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Long-overdue earthquake could hit Southern 
. Illinois with little or no warning. 
Local man suffers debilitating accident, turns 
it into chance for redemption. 
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Council cools down 
fiery rhetorrk 
Carbondale City Council tables proposed 
Adult Use ordinance amendment 
BRETT NAUMAN 
0A1LY ECYPTJAN 
· The Cm-bondale City Council tabled an ordinance 
amendment at Tuesday nights meeting that would 
have forced Internet pornography websites to comply 
with city zoning laws, after the council rushed to add 
the item to their weekly agenda. 
TI,e proposed amendment was to the city's Adult 
Uses ordinance and would ha\'!, required pornographic 
Internet websites to operate in certain areas of 
. Carlxmdale and follow regulations of zoning laws. The 
purpose of the proposed amendment was to specifical-
ly define the role of the Internet with the city's Adult 
Uses ordinance. The council tabled the ordinance 
amendment after they decided further research was 
needed for them to make an educated decision on the 
issue. 
The proposed amendment was a reaction to a 
pornographic website that was operating in three 
rooms at the Sunset Ivlotel, 825 E. Main St Police dis-
covered the operation Thursday afternoon and asked 
its operators to stop conducting husiness. The website 
was .iofating a zoning regulation because it w:is within 
1,000 feet ofliquor establishments. 
The website was c\\ned by John Bowlin, who also 
O\,ns JBs Show Pface in De Soto, Boo Jr's,, 828 E. 
:Main St, and the Sunset Motel. Bowlin has expressed 
that the coimcils actions have infringed on his Fust 
Amendment rights. 
council members reacted too quickly ofter they discov-
ered Internet porn in Carbondale. 
"'We've had a knee-jerked reaction here," Brigs,s 
said. "\Ve need to take a step back and take a 1:,,ooc!, tong 
hard look at this." 
Councilwoman Maggie Flanagan also c:qires!'Cd 
concern about deciding the issue too quickly. 
"Given this is the worlds oldest profession, we can"t 
react too quicklyt Flanagan said. "We need to look u 
little deeper into this." 
Attorney Alfred Sanders, who represented Bowlin. 
presented information to the council members at the 
meeting that helped them decide to postpone their 
decision. Sanders said that :MTC, the parent company 
of the Sunset 11-fotel website, informt-d him that it was 
not the only such business operating in Carb.,mlalc. 
Sanders said :MTC informed him th.it multiple people 
operate pornographic websites from their pri,':lte r.-,i-
dences. He aL'-0 felt that the council hurrv to add the 
amendment to the agenda "·.is politic':illy n101i,~ucd. 
"If anyone is uying to get attention for their re-i:h·-
tion campaign, well you g.Jt ir," Sanders said.111e ,om-
ment was met with a quick d1uckle by Brim,'>, wh" 
along \\ith Flanagan is up for n.-election in April. 
Councilman Brad Cole said th3t the rnuncil 11'.'<:d-
ed to proceed with caution regarding the pr,,p,,;:•d 
amendment. He said putting Bowli-i's webitc ,ai:ler 
such restrictions could lead to the council rcstrictin~ all 
t)pes of adult businesses in the future. C,le said he ;_.a, 
also concerned with the proposed ordinance being per-
ceived as Internet regulation. 
"The Internet is ·a challenging placet Cole said. 
Alfred Sanders defends John Bowlin's internet business that was shut down due to 
zoning laws at tlie city council meeting Tuesday night Web site man;iger David 
Rennison also attended the council discussion. 
lt is undetennined when the issue will come h!,fore 
the council again.After stating last week that he would 
work to drh-e the website. from Carbondale, 
Councilman Larry Briggs admitted that he and other 
"Congress in its infinite: wisdom has not been able to 
address Internet issues. I don't think they'll be looking 
to Cm-bondale for ad,,jce. ff 
Party all week long·- at home 
Halloween· break extended to nine days, 
Thanksgiving cut to four 
MoLLY PARKER 
0AIL"I' EGYPTIAN 
Last year's Halloween celebration debacle 
has pushed campus administrators to close the 
University and city officials to shut down bars 
for· Halloween 2001, but some studen(Ji and 
trustees have reservations about the decision that 
will result in a shorter 'Thanksgh-ing break. 
What interim Cha;cellor John Jackson is 
calling a "full break" ",jJl be a total of nine days, 
including the weekends. TI1e break re\·olves 
around the entire week of Halloween, which 
falls on a Wednesday this year. But to make up 
for lost school days Thanksgiving break will be 
shortened to Thursday to Sunday instead of the 
pm-ious week-long break. 
Jackson said the University and the city is 
reverting 10.what worked during the pmious 
five years. However, previous fall breaks lasted an 
average of four days including the weekend, and 
did not intexfere with the Thanksgi\ing holiday 
break. 
TI1e Carbondale City Council voted to 
reopen bars on the Strip last year, but after the 
2000 Halloween episode they voted at the fol-
lowing council.meeting to close bars Halloween 
night and the weekend before and after as well 
as ,.:Sttict the sale and possession of kegs. 
City Manager
0
Jeff Doherty said he did not 
think it was feasible to only close the bars and 
leave the school open, because the problem is 
not with the bars, it is with the street. Although 
the street closed Halloween night at 1:15, 
Doherty said this did not keep partiers from fil-
tering in from the bars and the city. 
"The bars themselves are not the problems; it 
is the street People want to come do\\n and 
p.arty,n Doherty said. 
The decision to e,.'tend fall break and short-
en TI1anksgiving break will be presented to the 
hoard on Thursday as· an informational item, 
which will allow it to be discussed at length, but 
will probably not mm-e to a vote,Jackson said. 
Jackst,n said although the final calendar is his 
decision, he thinks the board has the power to 
override his decision if they are not in agree-
ment A calendar committee r.omposed of two 
students, facult)•, staff and administration chose 
the final recommendation. And Jackson is con-
fident the board will support his decision, which 
normally votes to approve the calendar. 
"It can always be overruled by the board, but 
that is not likel);n Jackson said. 
He said he understands the needs of students 
who travel on Thanksgiving to be with their 
SEE BREAK, PAGE2 
Cancer institute coming to SIU 
Medical school awaiting budget approval 
ANNE MARIE TAVELLA 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
Between 2000 and 2005, 40,000 people in 
Southern Illinois will die from cancer, according 
to research done by the STIJ School ofMedicine 
and STIJ Physicians and Surgeons. 
The research was done as part of the strate-
gic planning for the Sill Can= Institute, to be 
located in Springfield. After about three years of 
planning, the first steps to erecting the Can= 
Institute may soon be in motion. 
On Feb. 21, GO\: George Ryan unveiled his 
proposed state budget, \\Wch included S 14 .5 
million for the institutes building and S2.55 
million for operations. During the next fow 
months the legislature will hash out a final bud-
get using the governors proposals. 
Carl J. Getto, dean and promst for the 
Medical School, said the :Medical School 
requested S3.33 million from the state for oper-
ations, which' is S780,000 more than what the 
school will =ive if the governor's proposal is 
approved. 
"It will fall short, but it would be enough for 
a very 1,,oocl start,ff he said. 
The instimte will be us .. --d for continuing 
research on cancer already being done at tl1e 
Medical School and add treatment and diagno-
sis of cancer patients in the region. 
Although the institute will he located in 
Springfield with the l'vledical School, Getto said 
it would serve the entire region, \\~th an empha-
sis on rural areas. 
The institute "ill bring cutting edge tech-
nology to both central and Southern Illinois, he 
said. 
It wil'. be a cooperati\-e program \\ith the 
1\-ledical School's affiliated hospitals in 
Springfield, Memorial Mediral Center and St. 
John's Hospital. 
Scott K:iiser, spokesman for the president, 
said the Office of the President is very pleaml 
the governor chose to include funding for the 
institute in his budi,,;:t and they are looking for-
ward to working with tl1e le1;,-islature to have the 
budget approved. 
"The Cancer Institurc will become an excel-
lent center for research and service for SIU," 
Kaiser said. 
'The STIJ Board of Trustees approved the 
institute proposal Feb. 10 of last year. 
If the funding is approved the fost step will 
be to hire an c:xcc11tive director and a medical 
director. Geno said the preliminary $!ages of 
recruiting ha\'e already begun. 
"\:Ve are wrv ,:xcited." Getto said. "\Ve 
appreciate the go\'cmor's confidence in the 
$Choo!." 
TI1c se-.uch for the institute'; location will 
SEE INSTITUTE, PAGE 2 
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families, but with a four-day break he belie\'es this opportunity will not be 
lost. 
"I ha\-c heard some ?fthat and it is not completely without mecit, but 
most students can get home by Wednesday night and have Thanksgiving 
and four days with their famil}," Jackson said. 
But the construction of the 2001 fall break is only a shon-term rec-
ommendation.Jackson said the board has directed that the University look 
for new solutions and that some trustees are not satisfied with the plan. 
Jackson made it clear this is not going to be a long-term solution. · 
"[The trustees] ha\'e ob,iously been in the newspaper saying they are 
not thrilled about this," Jackson said. 
T rustec John Brewster said he has reservations \\itl1 the administra-
tion's decision ,o shut dO\m the University on Halloween. He said it is not 
fair to punish the entire student body because a few students misbehaved 
on tl1e Strip on Halloween weekend. But he understands the decision to 
ensure the safety of the University and the students. 
Although he expects discussion between the board and administration 
at the meeting on Thursday he docs not ex-pcct it to be a controversial 
issue. 
"But it is the hope and expectation ofboard members that this not hap-
pen again," Brewster said. 
Glenn Poshard, ,ice chancellor for Administration, also supports the 
decision although he said he sympathizes witl1 students who need to tra\'-
el long distances to home. 
"I understand the students' concern about Thanksgiving holiday time 
but l also say that what went on there last Halloween has to be stopped," 
Poshard said. 
The Board ofT rustees meeting will be Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at the 
. East St. Louis Higher Education Facilil)\ The board is also scheduled to 
vote to increase equipment fees in the School of Dental Medicine and a 
new "Safety Center Building" that will be built near Thompson Lake. TI1e 
new building will serve primarily as a motorcycle training facilil)• and be 
paid for through grants. Trustees will consider the feasibilil)· of studying 
the power plant to prO\ide SIUC ,,ith more energy. . 
The board will also consider bu)fog a new airplane. For financial nnd 
safe!)• reasons, the board will consider replacing one of the Universitys two 
!\,in-engine Ccssnas. 
The ociginal schedule to vote for approval of the campus land-use plan 
was moved to the April meeting when trustees are on the C:ubondale 
campus. 
Also, Vvalker and Jackson will discuss their recent trip to Cuba and 
Washington D.C. In Cuba, V\Talker met with Cuban President Fidel 
Castro and in his trip to VVashington D.C. he met with the congressional 
delegation as well as both Illinois senators. 
"The lsenators] were very supportive and felt very good about SIU; 
that is always good to hear," Walker said. 
a.~~ 11 Easy Ti 
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also be decided at that time. The University 
had initially hoped to find an existing struc-
ture to house the institution, but upon further 
study decided building a new structure would 
be more appropriate. 
Getto said the institute will house modem 
fucilities that may not be easily instilled or 
used in an older building, which prompted the 
decision. 
The institute will be established in three 
phases, expected to t!ke se\'eral years. TI1e first 
consists of hiring a group of research scien-
tists, physician faculty and suppon smff. 
During this time the expansion of communi-
ty education and outreach programs will be 
formalized 
The second phase would bring continued 
efforts to organize and extend, in order to 
qualify the institute for participation in 
National Cancer Institute research. For this 
• effon research groups and partnerships with 
health care providers and cancer programs 
will be fonnally established. · 
Faculty and staff recruitment will be com-
pleted in the third phase, as well as tl1e region-
al community network and the institute 
becoming equipped. . 
TODAY 
Spring 2001 Campus-Wide career Day 
10 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
Ballrooms - Student Center 
Lunch with an Author 
Jonathan Wiesen, author of 'West German 
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NEWS 
• Erik Richard Jinks, 19, of carbondale, was 
arrested and charged with leaving the scene 
of the accident at 9:38 a.m. Monday in city 
Lot 3 near Grand Avenue and Washington 
Street Jinks was released after pt>sting his 
drivei's license. 
• A section of recently repaired handrail was 
reported missing between 9 a.m. Feb. 28 
and 12 p.m. Monday from the Thompson 
Woods Footbridge. Damage is estimated-at 
$300. Police have no suspects . 
;~l1%1ep~t :i~~~ybir:;~~~: w~~~~r~:.r 
bi<;Ycle rack. The loss is estimated at $290. . 
Po!1ce. have no suspects. 
• Christopher Gerald Hannel, 22, of 
carbondale was arrested at 1 :09 a.m. 
Monday for leaving the scene of an accident. 
failure to give information after striking a 
vehicle al)d failure to report an accident 
Hannel was released on a personal recog-
nizance bond. -Readers.who spot an err~r in a news article should contact the DAJJY EGYPTIAN Accuracy Desi; at 536-3311, extension 228 or 229. 
© 2001 Schnuck Markets, Inc. I Open 24 Hours I 
Check our web site at www.sdmucks.com for special money•saving_offers available only on Express Connection orders! 
i=z~ tJm ,IJI dou~~ coupons apply to ~~~~~~~~fa°~ ~~~~t;to~~~e~:~:ie~~~t~~~~~~~~~~ ~\o~~S ~~:...a~ the right to l~11itquantities. _ -
We accept all major debit cards! For all Buy One, Get One Free offm there is a limit of 2 free items with the purchase of 2. 
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Quake could leave 5,000 homeless in Carbondale, study says 
_MARK LAMDIRD • 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
the area. 
In 1895, a similar earthquake struck 
Charleston, Mo. Ths quake was associated with 
the New l\fadrid Seismic Zone, which runs 
from northern Mississippi into Southern 
Illinois. It caused damage in seven states and was 
felt in parts of 26. 
quakes of this magnitude happen about 
every 50 years," Beaver said. "So we are 
about a half a century overdue." 
ftM>§~ tion has not been 
- il!I.~ completed. 
We know that a similar 
quake hit the area in 1843 
in Arkansas. Research has 
determined that quakes of 
Vice Chancellor 
for Administration 
Glenn Poshard said 
the University is cur-
rently formulating 
an in-depth disaster 
plan. The plan cov-
ers earthquakes, tor-
nadoes and other 
natural disasters 
likely to occur in the 
area. Poshard said 
the University has 
not looked into the 
The silence of the night is broken by a thun-
derous noise, as the window beside the bed 
begins to rattle. The noise intensifies as objects 
tumble ro the floor. 
Last Wednesda}; Seattle residents felt the 
effects of a earthquake that measured 6.8 on the 
Richter scale. TI1e quake is estimated to have 
caused S2 billion in damage to older structures in 
Jim Beaver of the Mid America Earthquake 
Center said the New Madrid fault is overdue for 
another event that is comparable to the quake of 
1895. . 
"\Ye know that a similar quake hit the area in 
1843 in Arkansas. Research has determined that 
ln 1991, the Illinois Emergency 
Management Administration complet-
ed a rapid visual survey of the 
Carbondale area. The S\ln'C}' studied 
121 buildings in Jackson County. Of 
those buildings surveyL-d, 60 of those 
were on the SJUC campus. Fifty-five 
of those buildings were in need of fur-
ther evaluation. 
this magnitude happen 
about every 50 years. So 
we are about half a century 
overdue. 
T':n years later, an in-depth evalua- JIM BEAVER 
l\UdAmeric:1 Earthquake Cooter 
Student_ stands up Lady Justice 
Forgotten .court date 
could prove costly 
honor," Gobert said. "I think he appeared Courthouse and began looking for his 
earlier on a misdemeanor case." trial. A bailiff helped him check the dock-
Upshaw is accused of two counts of et, and· recommended he contact his 
burglary and two counts of theft in con- attorney right away. . 
DAVID OSBORN£ 
DAJLV EG'rPTIAN 
nection with a pair of burglaries in Mae Upshaw was down the stairs and out 
. Smith Hall last fall; Upshaw ,v:iived his the door in a flash. He returned a few 
right to a jwy trial on Feb. 5. A plea minut~ later with rus attorney, who tried 
agreement was in the wOJks at that time, to · make arrangements to get her client 
MURPHYSBORO - Late for and wauld ha,·e been hanimered out before the judge. 
class, and a student may lose a few points: b~fore today. The answer: Maybe tomorrow mom-
late for court could cost one student S500 Linda Austin, of the state's attorney's ing. 
and possibly his i:ro;dom. office, requested a warrant be.issued for "He'll be able to plea tomorrow, some-
Christopher~- Upshaw was sched- Upshaw's an-:st, and his bond be forfeit- · time between 9:30 and •. ." Gobert said 
uled to appear before Judge E. Dan ed. with a shrug. 
Kimmel at 1:30 p.m. Tuesday for a bench "I find that sufficient notice was And about that warrant? 
trial. At 1:37 p.m. the judge was present, given," Kimmel said. He ordered a war- "Hopefully l'II be able to get him in 
as were the state's attorney, his public rant to be issued for Upshaw \\ith a front of the judge before the warrant is 
defender and the court reporter. All that S5,000 bond, and his earlier bond be · signed," Gobert said. 
was missingwasUpshaw himsel£ revoked. Gobert also said that by appearing 
Kimmel noted the freshman in elec- Court was adjourned, and the respec- before the judge toda}; Upshaw can avoid 
trical engineering was absent, and asked rive players retired to their offices, but the forfeiting his current bond. 
. Hcidi Gobert, Upshaw's public defender, story did not end there. And the reason Upshaw missed his 
if she knew where her client was. Gobert At 1:45 p.m., looking slightly con- appointment \\-ith justice? 
did not · fused, Upshaw climbed· the stairs to the "I forgot I had court toda);" Upshaw 
"We sent him a notice on Feb. 7, your . second floor of the Jackson County said. 
Rural Development Opportunities Project 
aids local residents in starting businesses 
LIZ GUARD 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
· Richard Cox sits at his weaving· loom almost 
everyday wea,-ing rugs, pillows and shawls, but he had 
no where to sell them. · 
Residents who live in rural areas now have the · 
opportunil)• to start their own businesses arid bring 
tourism to the area. 
The Rural Development Opportunities project 
aims to improve and expand' rural economies in the 
Southern Jllinois area. 
The Agri-tourism portion of the project focuses 
on readily available resources like barns, farms and 
antiquities, that are of interest to visitors. The project 
helps .these people make business plans, and it also 
helps them ,vith the publicity of their new businesses 
to bring in tourism. 
Liz G..rdner, a researcher for tht project, is work-
ing with Cox, a local weaver who wants to turn his 
home studio into a business. 
problem with ·campus structures because of the 
cost The Unh·ersity spends more than S100 
' million each year in maintenance, the cost of 
retro-fitting all buildings on campus could run 
10 times this figure. 
"Given the expenses involved with retro-fit-
ting buildings, tl1ere just isn't enough money to 
complete this kind of project," Poshard said. 
The largest recorded quakes to strike tl1e area 
all measured between 7.5 and 8.5 on the Richter 
scale. These quakes were also accompanied by 
thousands of aftershocks, many of 6.0 or greater. 
The first quake was on Dec. 16, 1811, and the 
~ · last major shock was on Feb. 7, 1812. 
Until four years ago quakes of th;s magnitude 
i, along the zone were believed to occur every 750 
t,;; 1,0llO years, Be.iver said. However, \\ith recent 
research the frequency is now thought to be 
about 450 years. Research has also n.·vealed the 
nature of such events. 
"In the past, these large quakes have occurred 
in clusters of two or three. Ths caused the added 
~ problems of how buildings ~at were already 
· weakened by the first shock being destroyed by 
continued acri,il)( Beaver said 
SEE QUAKE, PAGE 7 
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CARBONDALE. 
USG moves to overturn veto 
on Archer censure 
Wrth le&i5lation spilling over from previous meetings and new 
busine..cs to be . introduced tonigh~ the Undergraduate Student 
Government meeting agenda is full of controversy. 
During a special meeting last week, Senator Michael Leahy pre-
sented a bill calling for President Bill Archer to be censured as presi-
dent 
Following debate, the senate moved to remove all language of the 
bill except the request to censure Archer, leaving a document calling 
for censure but containing no substance. 
After the bill passed by one vote to gain the necessary majority. 
Archer vetoed it 
Leahy said despite Archers veto, the senate did censure Archer 
and he hopes the senate overrides the veto. 
Other controversy stems fr_om three executive order.; from A:cher 
concerning the spring allocation process. 
New policy guidelines for-special activity funding and the annual 
fee allocation were enacted by Archer throughout last week. 
At least 10 USG members and some Registered Student 
Organizations are questioning a new policy requiring each organiza-
tion reqcesting money to have BO percent of their membership reg-
. istered to vote. 
USG will r_neet at 7 tonight in Student Center Ballroom B. 
Two of the five sections of the project, Agri-
tourism and the Southern Illinois Community 
Foundation, are devoted to helping people in rural 
areas who want to start their own businesses. 
• FOR MORE JNFORMATION ON THE RURAL DE:..'VELOPMENT 
OPP0RTUNITJES PROJECT, VISIT THEIR WEBSITE AT 
W\.VW.SIU,EOU/-RURAUi OR CALL 453•2427. 
SEE DEVELOPMENT, PAGE 13 
Turner the cat helps Richard Cox weave a scarf at his home. Cox has been 
weaving for about 25 years and just recently has decided to make a full time 
job out of it He is turning his home into a studio and shop to make and dis-
play art and afghans. · 
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OUR WORD 
Ghosts of- _Hallowe~ns past should not ha~nt Thanksgiving's .future at SIUC 
· Last December, the Campus Calendar Committee arranging transportation and time .:nough tc- visit with entire week. However, that leaves open °the problems 
voted to recommend that fall break be extended to a family members they might not see at any other time of with the Thanksgiving·break. 
foll week during Hallo\veen, and the tmditional ye~r. These are not trivial ,:oncerns. They represent the A look_ at last year's fall break may contain ~he 
Th·mksgiving break shortened .t" two days. Thursday, very real problems that students will have to face come answer. During the fall 2000 semester, the Ur,1versity. 
the SIU Board of Trustees will review the issue, with November if this calendar recommendation is adopted. was closed fro1n Saturday, Oct. 28 to Wednesday, Nov • 
. interim Chancellor John Jackson as the final arb;ter on The key issue behind the committee's recommi:nda- 1, which left-Thursday and Friday as class days •. •. 
the matter. Since Jackson has already spoken publicly tion is not Thanksgiving, however,·but Halloween and Combined with the five days atThanks~iving, this · 
in support of the extended fall break, the abbreviated how to prevent the type "of rioting seen last" year on the resulted in a net loss of eight days of instf1:1ction. · 
Thanksgiving break seems like a done deal. St:ip. From 1995 to 1999; the University a~d the city If, as an alternative to the current recommendation; 
But to infringe upon one of the students' most cher- had two restric_tions in place; the University ha4 a fall the Thanksgiving break started.or. Wednesday, the 
ished opportunities to be at home ,vith their families . , break, and_ bars along the Strip were closed along with a resultant loss_·of class days would be the sam_e - eight 
was a bad _idea then, and it's a bad idea now. restriction O!l keg sales throughout Carbondale. These days. If the prospect ofa two-day school week was 
First, the new calendar recommendations treat measures were largely succcssfol, or the bars would · acceptable last year, it is only rcasonablt; to believe that 
Thanksgiving as just another holiday, a few more days never have been re_opened last year. The University it should be acccpta~le this year •. · · • · · 
on the calendar to tinker around with. Bui: that is most seems to be ascribing this past ~uccess to the fall break, ·-Students at SIUC arc not automatons in an educa-
ccrtainly not the case. To most Americans, · with no re·gard to the alcohot restrictions. To do so· . tional assembly line. They arc real people, with lives · ·. 
Thanksgiving is one of the most important family holi- minimizes the role that alcohol played in the riots. But and families. Ending Halloween at SI~C must. not 
days. Unlike some of the so-called "Halim.irk holidays," the only way that last year was different from the 1995- have the unfortunate and unintended consequence of 
Thanksgiving is a nearly sacred tradition, one that dates 1999 P.ei-iod is that !he bars were open and liquor salr.s · taking away frorri Thanksgiving far the· student body, 
back to our nation's very origins. To prevent a great were unrestricted. The cause-effect rcfationship is obvi- \Ve understand the substantial difficulties attached to · 
number of students from celebrating this time with ,ous; if the fuel is removed, the fire will be extinguished. such a· decision; the mayhem oflast year's Halloween 
their families so that the administration can take the Because Halloween falls on Wednesday this year, the must be avoided to ensure the safety of students as well 
most extreme of.measures 011 controlling Halloween is city of Carbondale has already decided that bars along as the.protection oflocal businesses,Jackson's.intcn-
a troubling proposition, one that the board should .the Strip will be closed both the weekend befo1e and . tions are also unquestioned, as he has nothing but the 
reject. ~he weekend after Halloween. This leaves the issue of best interests ·of the University at heart. _ 
According to the new calendar, SIUC would be the academic calendar and how to protect students dur- However, we believe that the addition of Wednesday 
closed on Thanksgiving day and the weekend follow-. ing this time when it is uncertain what may happen, to the Jhanksgiving break schedule is a reasl?nable 
ing. But that ,still leaves those who live far away from open bars or not. The best way to ensure students' saf~-- compromise, one that the bo~d and Jackson should. 
Carbondale ,vith a number of problems, including ty may be in fact to extend the fall break to cover the · · suppo~'.. . · · · · 
COLUMNIST 
Do multicultural c_oalitions really perpetuate Afri~an liberation in Amerk:a? 
The inclusivity of"Visible Ethnic and Racial ual is equal," that "we can all SU~ if WC work sions of all kinds, because 'roulti-culturalism and . cuphemisticilly so~ds like the Truth. 
Groups" defined out of the political categoiy of hard enough," and that any disadvantage such as . inclusivity would demand that the "c:xpcriencc · . . The question of political activism and pro-
"whiteness" in a struggle-to end all discrimina- race, class, or gender, can be ovacome through of difference" be equitable as a political motiva- , active_ rhetoric is not an ethical.one. · _ · 
tiori seems to show compdling intcrr.st for the . perseverance ,ignores reality. The problem with tion and experiential ideology. · · ·· · Understanding the institutional and cultur-.u 
need ofinclusive enclaves and coalitions that this ,icw is that it assumes that the experience The problem is, of course, this is not true. In . racism of America docs_ not result in stcrcol)p-
focus on the experiences of oppression. Many · of a pseudo-type of oppres·_ . . · EVERY respective sect of. ing all Americans or_peopic in America, rather 
authors wou!d advocate this approach, most . · sion (gender, rdigion, etc.) ----,,,,-------- opprcssion,· wc find a - _it allows for the awareness of ail American envi-· 
notably Comcl West, but the question still arc not framed by the intra- racially separate c:xpcricnce. •· ronment that produces "libcr:tl-colorolind" indi-. -
rcm.iins - how docs the inclusion of diverse . cultural nonns of that ·type In feminism, wc have . ·viduals tlµt live, work,,and reproduce the ide-
ethnic groups soh-e the identity issues rooted in of difference and that racism My Black Feminism, in critical ologies of their fumilies, their chun:.ii, their 
the Black/White racial binary? Ifit is true that docs not frame the paramc- fcg:tl studies, wc have · media, and their schools. Individuals arc prod-· 
polilic:il activism through multiculturalism is tcrs of discourse and . · • N ommo · Critical Race Theory. The · ucts of their envif9nmcnt, so understanding the 
practical and desirable we must operationalize . activism in the respective cx:unples arc endless, so·wc person me:ins that we must understand their . 
th.: experience of oppression to be universal in sects. must ask ourselves - how motivation of dc.fi!llng their identities in certain 
effect. Docs this mean that all forms of oppres- For example, ifthe"cxpc- do the victims of sexism, · ways, Lugcly to·thc exclusion of ours. It is 
sion arc raci.;m, or that sexism is just as bad as rience of sexism" was so c d~.r oppression, and because it proteccs their homes, it creates their 
racism? (Remember Sman B. Anthony and ubiquitous that it moved · rdigious discrimination still riC\vs and excludes our story from theirs in the . 
Eliz:ibeth Stanton wen: adamantly against from a verbal debate to a kyta_swao@hotmail.com hold racist views and amass _' schools. Africans must ask whether or not eval- . 
African enfranchisement before that of white motivation for political the'pmvcr to exclude · uating the individual separate from the individ-
women, and thought tnat an Afri~ woman activism then we would have A(ricans in :ill intcrscctions · ual's ~cipation in a ~cist society is rractic:il, 
would be betterolfthe slave of a wlut~ man to assume two dungs. F"trst, the criticism of ofopprcssion? Could itbe that race is institu- .not etlucal. ·. · -: · · · , · · ... 
than the husband of an African man.) It would male dominance prompted an awareness, which tionalizcd, so aJ1. privilege and identity forma- MY NOMMO ,. · W, d sd 
seem that race establishes status and hicr.irchy would warrant further "complaining" about · . tions arc indeed based in a Black/White binary · •. . ap~c?':5 on . c _ne ay. 
in other arc:is of oppression that many multicul- oppression. Seqmdly, it would assume that the that gr,-es worth to those who• 35s" into white-· ._To~r_nY- 15 a_sensor_ 1~ P~tlosophy and . 
turalist schoL-us :ugue should unite. · political activity of feminism would iMatcly be n_ess cithr• economically or by default of not Polmcal Sc1c11r:e:-H1s views do not neces-
The American ideology that "every individ- me of all biases and inclinations toward oppics- being Africait?That could not be it, because it sarily_ reflect those of the. DAILY EGYPTIAN. 
Faculty_ said, administration said;· two narratives cl the same issue-:·; ... 
Now that the Faculty Association contract 
has been signed, I propose a further step 
toward improving rclatioruhips between faculty 
and administration. · · 
The Problem: 
The formation of the faculty Association · 
was an outward manifestation of a deep prob-
lem in existence for many years. There was 
then, and still is, a deep cultural gulf between 
the faculty and the administration - they &,e 
in different places, shop at different places and, 
seldom communicate soci:illy.1rus is in part a 
product of the large discrepancy in salaries 
between the two groups. As might ~e exp~cted, 
these two isolated ctJltures circulate very differ-
ent narratives of the University and each o_d1er. 
Faculty narrative of adrnirustration: ' 
.As faculty, we circulate among ourselves a 
vccy unflattering perception of administration 
at SIU. Some faculty :1.:~'C come to beliC\IC, over 
time, that some administrators nm the 
University for their own welfare more than for 
the welfare of faculty, students or academic 
mi~sion, Faculty need to be convinced that 
administrators cm:·about the University ari its up from our miaoscopcs to deal_ with "real. · a gains; expressing certain attitu.des leads, : 
mission as much or more than their own self- · life."These attitudes arc, I fed, largely rcspon· eventually, to P different way of ihinking.·l 
interest~ In this n:trrr.ti\:,:, the long-lived custom siblc for the. unusual resistance at SIU to· · propose that faculty speak as though adminis-
of taking away faculty positions and keeping . shared governance. They affect interactions at · trators had the interests of the institution a: 
· faculty salaries down, at the same time that · every level. · heart; and that administrators also spealc of 
administrati,-c numbers and Both sides: faculty w:th respect. Let both sides n:gard the 
salaries arc incrcase<l, docs ~=-=~=----- · Bo:h administrators and other as intelligent adults able to collaborate 
not play outwdl. Patronizing . faculty agrc" on orie position: fully for the best interests of the larger com-
explanations of"rcality"- in Guest · · That the other group holds its munity. ·I propose that this new ethic be most 
other words, "we can't just own selfish self-interests over· in effect when no members of the other group 
manufacture money"- Column · the welfare of the institution.. arc· present. I propose. that we self-police this 
worsen the situation. Propoest~s st(artpam,vi· ~t)hs,ovlhuatitoJ.ns: ethic b_v disapp_roving when we hear the other 
Administration's narrative Le group denigrated. This is, at least, a place to 
of faculty: "politic:illy correct" to say even ~tart. 
Members •of the adminis- ----- in the privacy of our groups. I No more administrator jokes: . -· 
tration have not been dis- BY MARY LAMB have seen the effect of this rel· And I won't tell the joke anymore about 
erect t.onccming tlieir con~ _. · atively small measure on other how, in the futun: days of brain transplants, the 
tempt for faculty. It is palpable and widespread. fronts. I remember, two decades ago, when it brain of an SIU administrator cost more than 
Their own communications to faculty, as well · w-.. , widely accepted to tell sexist jokes in front the brains C\/Cn of Picasso and EiRstcin-
. as reports from pcrsonncf friendly to faculty, . of women and then to tell them. they had "no because it _had never been used! 
reveal two common stereotypes: 1) faculty arc sense of humor" when they didn't laugh. I . • . · 
spoiled and argumentative di.ildrcn, unable to 'remember before tlic civil rights movement,.· MARY is a professor in the English depart• 
understand the "big issues" of the University, or when racist jokes were all too common.: .tm ment. Her views do not necessarily:reflect . 
2) faculty arc isolated eggheads unable_ to look glad those days arc past. The rise of an ethic those of the DAILY EGYl'TIAN. 
VOICES 
LETTERS 
A dampened spirit only lessens 
the enjoyment of the-game 
' DEAR EDITOR: 
After reading Corey Cusick's :irticle on Saluki fans being 
:m embarrassment, l s•dly had to sit back al\d agree. Being a 
senior member of the Saluki pep band, l\·c really li:ver been 
. to an MVC Tournament game that w:u so incredibly dull I 
don't think it was the players; I think the "fans" in the stands 
werc the ones who dampened my ,pirit. · 
To those of you who do ta!..: pride in this school and go to 
the games to cheer on the team, thank you for making the trip 
to St. Louis worthwhile. I appreciate the dfo~ Too b-ld your 
enthusiasm didn't rub off on the people sitting next to you. 
The band played ineretlibly hard on Saturday and tried their 
hardest to !:Cf }OU out of;-.:ur chairs..It would have been won-
derful to h•ve the entirc Sams ~ntcr filled with Maroon col-
ors standing 2nd cheering m their team, instead of half filled 
with people almost oslccp in the sl!lnds. 
To those of)OU planning to continue to go to the SIU 
basketball g-.-nes,-plcase note that )OU should stand during the 
playing of the school song. It is incn:dibly disn:spcctful 10 this 
instirution and the teom if)ou don't. It's also disn:spcctful to 
the band and the cheerleaders who tiy so hard to get }OU 
invoh'Cd in the game. 
To the band :md the chccrlcadcis, thank Y"u for making 
my college experience a great one. You = the most spirited 
group ofindividll2!s I've C\'l:r had the plcasurc of working 
with. Your leadership at this Uni,i:rsity is so tremendous that I 
ha,c no \\orries that your spirit will be here as long as the 
University still s•ands. Thank you. 
Trelana Daniel 
,m'.ar, paral,gal studi,s 
A plea to ~ne University to 
support the new. arts fee 
DEAR EDITOR: 
I ,muld urge the Board ofTrustces and other ams of this 
University to support the nC\V arts 1i:c:. Being invoh'Cd with 
the arts at this Unni:rsity has opened up a>,:nues of my life 
that I never had before. An increase in cost doesn't throw sru-
dcnts' moricy away on useless projects; it permits them to p..-; 
ticipate in activities that they could ha\'c nC\i:r done before. 
If this Uni,i:rsity wants to give srudcnts op:ions that arc 
worth more than a trip to the local bar, this decision i. a no-
braincr: · 
John Dooley 
• , juniur, thtalcr . 
Recent USG proposal will not 
benefit students:· 
DEAR EDITOR: 
I w.s very disturbed to r6td about the ,oting registration 
1cquircmcnts Undcrgradu..te Srudcnt Govc:nmcnt is pursuing 
for RSOs to rcccivc funding. I don't question the motives of 
USG President Bill Archer as the sole cn2ctor ofthi, policy 
himsel£ HOWC\'l:r, I do ljllCStion the merit and the acrual 
thought process in pursuing such a policy that violates sru-
dcnts' rights. USG is supposed to be fighting FOR srudcnt 
. rights. Evciy semester, sru.-lc:nts ar: .:cmpellcd by the ' 
University to pay Srudcnt Activity Fees. These funds along 
· ·. with funds from the state arc alloc:,ted to the RS Os by the 
USG finance commince. It is not fair for the RSOs that sru-
clcnts participate in or th.t sponsor srudcnt =ts to be 
depri,'Cd of funds to continue opcrotions. The committee chair 
himself is opposed to such a policy.I really hope Bill Archer 
realizes tha! this proposal will not marcrialiu· and get ovcr it. 
Torree CeRae lyes 
.. smior,jinantt/tttmomia 
Porn site does nothing but 
objectify women 
DEAR EDITOR: 
I have to disagree very strongly >vith Burke Speaker's 
guest column that pornography is good for Carbondale. 
Pornography is ,i:ry degrading to both women and men. It 
tries to~ rr.cn the image that the sole purpose for women 
is to gntify a man's SCXlla! lusts. The media h~ve increasingly 
used pornography in this woy for the last thrcr decades. BET 
and !\ITV repeatedly show a large number of SClntily clad 
\>Omen to boost their ratings. And th~e arc ·nel\vorks that 
arc trying to say that !hey arc trying to give positive imagt' 
to )-Oung people. The only image that I see being portra)i:d is· 
that women arc for a cheap one-night stand :md that is it. 
Pornography is degrading because it pcn,:rts a man's image 
of ,vomcn. They arc not able to sec a ,voman as hoving emo-
tions and intelligence. All thry will be able to sec is a body 
that pornognphy has trained them to believe is only 
designed for their sexual gratification. Speaker stated that 
pornognphy sites arc good for the local economy. But that is 
only true for the operators of these sites. The women on 
these sites arc being degraded :md emotionally scarred. 
Pornography is not only a blight on Carbondale and the 
Universil), but also our society. The Carbondale City 
Council has my full supper!. 
Joseph H. Ficor 
smior,mgTuh 
The stµdents have spoken and 
they want Archer's cynicism gon·e 
DEAR EDITOR: • 
I 2m writing this lencr in. bold rcsponse to Bill Archer's 
comments concerning the Carbo!ldale City Council primary. 
In Wednesday's DAILY Er.YPTIAN, Archer is quoted ovicc as 
sa)ing, "The srudcnts h~,c spoken, and they don't gi,,: a 
damn." P•rts of his statement are true. I am a srudcnt, and 
many others like me hav.. spoken; we have spoken that \\'I: 
arc tircd of Archer's cynicism, and as such ha\,: roted accord-
in;;ly. · 
Archer assumes that, because C\i:ry srudent dida't sud-
denly embrace his politics, thcn\,i:0re all just ignorant sru-
dcnts who don't care about the issues rhat sh•pe the city we 
li,i: in. No, the Campus Shawnee Greens canvassed this 
campus for our candidate because we belie\'Cd that )OU don't 
have to be a srudent in order, to rcprcscnt students; we 
bcliC\-c that our candidate's remarkable vision for our.city and 
our campus is a vision that should become a reality. I've seen 
the precinct numbers; the numbers show that the most ,-ores 
were for our candidate, ncit Bill Archer. . 
. ls it possible that pamphlets that,,.,, ~-d out encour-
aging people to inform thcmsdves and make :m educated 
decision on whom to \ote for, wcrc morc successful than 
Archer's ombiguous emotional pleas on Srudcnt Center table 
plaoards? I beli=. so, :md Archer's di,Joguc beforc and after 
the election clearly tells the stud .nts just e:x:ictlywhat he 
thinks of us. And it isn't a whole lot. 
Yes, voter turnout was low on campus, but this is the City 
Council, and this is the City Council primaries. As a student 
wc'have a chance to change the stigma tru.t Bill Archer 
platts upon us, since it is simply not true. As such I er.cour-
age CVCf)One to educate themselves on the upcoming refer-
endum and the four candidates running on April 3rd. If net, 
tl:cn we'll help you do so by distributing informal'.on to help 
)OU make an informed decision. \\;e ,vill not cast you off a. 
ignorant students, because )OU aren't. So take the initi~tive, 
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It's a big job, the director of Stu~ent Health Programs has· to do it 
Cheryl Presley looks forward to 
meeting the challenges involved 
with Student Health Programs 
ANDREA DONALDSON 
D~ILY EGYPTIAN 
As director of Student Hc:tlth Programs. Cheryl Presley has to 
be the glue that holds e\'etythirig together. Responsible for all aspects 
of student hc:tlth, Presley has to keep ·a11 of the health branches on 
the same track-" providing students with the best possible health 
care at the lowest oost . 
Presley, who has scm:d as interim director of SHP for about a 
year and worked in health services for 15 year.;, was appointed dizec-
tor Feb. 1, pending the approval by the Board of Trustees at 
Thursday's meeting. · . 
J .. any Dietz, vice chancellor of Student Affairs and Enrollment 
Managcm,nt, rcmmmendcd Presley to fill the position after work-
ing with hersincc April. During that time s~clcd the health depart-
ment through rcaccrcditltion, showing him her dedication an~ lead-
ership. 
The University did ha\'e a national search 
for the position last spring, but Dietz said the 
three final candidates did not meet the mm-
mittee's c:xpcct:itions. 
"I'm not really interestecl in hiring people 
that arc just .O.J<.," Dietz said. 
Dietz met with staff member.; of SHP in 
December to get their rcmmmcndations, and 
he sai: t was almost unanimous that another 
search was not nccdcd. 
"'They ena;uragcd me not to go through · Presley 
• another time consuming and expensive 
search," he said. 
· Presley, who will receive an S85,908 annll3! sawy, will also be 
. serving as an assistlnt to Dietz for• Student Aff.tirs rcscarch. Dietz 
· said he is mnlidcnt in her filling the positioi1 because she has an 
extensive background in rcscarch, scning as the executive director of 
the Core Institute, which studies trends in how college students use 
alcohol and drugs. Her worlc with the Institute has won national 
recognition. 
Presley said ~he looks· forward to worlcing with Dietz doing 
rcscarch and wodcing to expand health ser.iccs. 
"I really respect him and look for.vard to broadening and deep-
ening the progr:un," she slid. 
As director ofSHP, Presley slid she is in charge of maintaining 
health ser.iccs to keep a high levd for accreditition, mlintlin qll.1!-
ity services and deal with pcr.;onnd issues. 
"'The director really kind of has to pull that together so we're· 
going in one direction that keeps us providing.• Presley slid. "Our 
main goal is to keep students in the environment where they aren't 
having the financial challenges they would have if they went off 
campus." . . 
Presley said she recently submitted a 10-year-plan to Dietz that 
focused <in the future of SHP. She said the plan looked at expand-
ing service times, adding a dermatologist, :xpanding training 
options and integrating more with academics, adding eye care facil-
ities, expanding the dental program and possibly becoming attached 
to the P.ccn:ation Center. 
"We always look at bett.:rways to continue our services," she said. 
Presley said despite the challenges she faces in mlintlining SHP, 
she had no hesititions in taking the director position. 
"It's a big job and I lm'C it," she said. "It's a wonderful organiza-
tion to worlc for and ,,ith." 
Council's actions could bring ·porn bus to Carbondale 
BRETT NAUMAN 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
If the Carbondale City Council was con-
cerned about a pornographic website operating 
within city limits, the reaction of the website's 
parent com!'"-,y, voyeurbus.com, will surely 
incense them. · 
fo a tdephone_ interview ,vith the DAILY 
EGYPTIAN Tuesday, voycurbus.com CEO Mark 
Rall!ino said he bell= the Carbondale City 
Council would exceed its· legal authority if it 
. were to add an amendment to the Adult Uses 
law regulating the Internet. Rausinc slid he will 
file a civil lawsuit against the city for what he 
says is a violation ofhis First Amendment rights 
if they amend the ordi~ance to prohibit porno-
graphic Intern,et websites. 
The City Council elected to postpone dis- · 
cussion of the Adult Uses law at its meeting 
Tuesday until more information is gathered. 
Councilman I.any Briggs had previously stared 
he would "go for the throat" in cxpc:lling the 
,vebsite from city limits. 
Carbondale Police shut down a 
. voyeurbus.coin subsidiary pornographic website 
operating at the Sunset Motel, 825 E. Main St., 
Thunday afternoon. The city did not discontin-
ue the website for coiltent,but because it.was 
violating zoning regulations by operating ,vith-
in 1,000 feet ofliquor establishments. 
The Adult Uses ordinance states that adult 
businesses must obtlin a city zoning permit and 
operate jn specific parts of Carbondale away 
from schools and churches. 
The move to shut the website down has 
angered Rausino and could prompt him to send 
his company~ "voyeurbus," a see-through bus 
·with naked women on board, to prove his point 
that the Internet should not be regulated by the 
Carbondale City Council. 
"If they decide to pass this thing, it will be an 
opportunity for us to come in with the national. 
press l!'ld make an issue of this thing," Rausino 
said. 
· The voyeurbus is a converted full-size 
Greyhound, remodded so its. viewer.; can see 
the naked models inside ofit It has four 5 by 5 
foot windows on each side, allowing passersby 
to view the bed, full-size bathtub and toilet, 
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Mord, 30,200 I 
where models perform live broadcast:d Internet 
chats. The bus is illuminated at night so onlook-
er.; can continue to watch the models. Rausino 
said he will send the bus to Carbondale and 
hm: it parked on one of the city's streets to 
illustrate his opposition to the city's Adult Uses 
ordinance. 
"This is only the beginning of the bigger 
fight," Rausino said. "If we let Carbondale do 
this, eve,y other town is going to start in on us." 
He said the council is infringing on the First 
Amendment rights of his company and the 
website's operator.; John Bqwlin and David 
Rennison. Because the federal government has 
not found a way to regulate the Internet, he feels 
SEE BUS, PAGE 19 
Clffte'f1ts 
P:\GES 
Greg Traver never expected t, i 
wake up realizing he needed 
to change his life of drug use, 
crime and gang dealings. The 
day he did, he had lost nearly 
his entire memory, speech and 
ability to walk. Recovering, he 
has reinvented himself. 
Jhe . -






he night fate handed Greg Traver a second chance at life was probably like the 
rest of those hot August nights in 1995, but he can'.tremember. He is told it was 
three days after his 18th birthday and that he was en route to his girlfriend's 
house. He docs remember speeding- make that flying - on his motorcycle. 
That's about all. 
He doesn't even remember if it was night at all. The most concrete evidence he has of it 
being nighttime is a newspaper clipping he keeps stating the paramedics' 10:15 p.m. arrival 
at the scene. But he can remember feeling the speed. That 1100 Kawasaki motorcycle sure 
coulJ speed. 
Greg now lives in Carbondale, though growing up in Peoria, his life paralleled how he 
Jrove. Using and selling cocaine, shooting heroin, dumping high school at 16, a convicted 
felon at 17, Greg figured he'd either be dead or jailed by 20. His mother believed the same. 
Not that Greg cared much~ That was just the way he was - a tough punk, and he knows 
it couldn't have turned out any other way. 
s,. when Greg harrded up the hill that night \\ithout a hel-
met, he Jud nothing to h,se hy speeding the way he did. He 
just never thought it would happen to him. Looking back, he 
must haw taken the tum too sl1Jrp. But he'll never know. The 
liike sped ar least 85 mph up that incline, in a 25 mph 7.une. 
He will alw,,ys remember the spc-.:d. He doesn't remember the 
more. So when Kim, her mother and Greg's stepfather rushed 
to the emergency room, she was steadJing herself for the 
worst. 
·n1e doctor- were unprepared, it seemed, ~o give her the 
hard truth - that Greg wasn't oq,ected to live. Little by little 
Kim learned _just how serious th.~t "bump" to the head really 
tm·. was. She recalls opening the doer 
\Vhrn ,i ('Cr"4Jn rnl-
11They never thought I'd 111ake i't toherson'sroomintheintensive 
lides "ith an anchored c:.re unit, wrought with fear and 
;;~{~-ct,t:td::icr:'.~ the rhree minutes to the hospital," ~~!~~\,~\::i:;e:,rene that "ill 
imrnedia:d:, ,:,;p. But Greg lay in hls hospital bed, 
lx:c.mse :h~ h~ain i; su;- Greg says now. "Three 111inutes." banged, bruised and scraped. A 
'lcndc<l in fluid, nithin ventilator was keeping him alive, 
the skull, ir continues but he looked nearly dead. TI1ere 
1:,rw.1rd. In this case, G;cg's brain slammed at more than 80 was a hole driiicd into his skull to relieve some of the pressure 
lllj,h into the front nfhis sk·ull. · from the inflammation. It seemed like there were rubes com· 
L:-ing there bleeding and s1mkcn inro a coma, Greg's fast- ing out C\'Cl'}Whcre from his bod}: His body twitched spomd-
p.icd lite of rebellion was dead. \Vhat h.ippcned ne.xt was ical!J; 
"'mcthing nu body who knew him would have predicted. And • !Gm couldn't breathe; she could barely admit to herself this 
the accident that left him with sL-vcre train damage, withered was happ:,ning. Up to this time, !Gm had a sometimes rough 
use of his left hand and an impaired speech would hero me the rel~tionship \\ith her son; he was so often in trouble. That did-
best thing he e,w could ha\'e wished for. n't'matter no\\: "It was so ovenvhelming seeing him like thatt 
. S111-: K.-JEW SOMETI UNG WAS WRO;-.;G. At 11 p.m. Peoria 
police phoned and told Kim Da,is that her son, Greg, had 
been in an accident, that he had 'bumped' his head. But a 
mother knows better, and something inside told her it was 
Kim says."] w,s heartbroken, and you know at moments like 
that you'd do an31hing for your kids. I wished l could ha,·e 
SEE RESURRECTION, PAGE 9 
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(Top) Greg Traver didn't lead the life of an angel before his motorcycle 
accident in 1995. Traver turned from gang life into a motivational speaker 
who talks to local high school kids about the importance of driver safety. 
(Above) Two students from carbondale Community Hfgh School's driver's 
ed. program hang !)11 Traver's every word. Traver goes into vivid detail about 
the accident, recovery and the eff~cts of the injury on his daily activities. 
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"He's committed to keeping them safe. He doesn't want them to follow in his footsteps.,, 
Members of the driver's education class at Carbondale Commuryity High School had a rare peak at the scars concealed by Trav-ds clothing. the result of hitting a tree at BS mph. Traver spent three months 
in the hospital hoping for a full recovery. It never h~ppened. 
Cindy Davie, coordinator of Southern Illinois' Think First program, 
works vvith Traver to preach a message of precaution. Traver 
speaks to nearly 50 schools in Southern Illinois annually. 
RESURRECTION 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8 
changed places with him." 
For weeb Kim remained with her son, going home only to 
sleep. Doctors said Greg would likely live the rest of his life in a 
com3. After about a month, it was decided hett be placed in a nurs-
ing home, so that he could have the proper on:. The arrangements 
wen: complete prior to surgery; Greg needed a s!.in graft on the 
fourth-degree bum inches "bove his ankle. Doctors also needed to 
inst:ill a tube into his stomach to feed him. 
But after the surgeiy• something happened. 
TIIE PAIN WOKE HIM. 
A dull, searing pain roused him from the coma that doctors 
feared hea ne\'er wake from. He did, though, and was rewarded 
with a tube protruding from his gut and a large skin graft taken 
from his •1pper !cs, He coultln't speak. He tried crying out from the 
pain, but it was more of an animalish screeching. 
"He was screaming horribly," Kim recalls. "He was in~ gony and 
couldn't e.xprtSs it." Both surgeries were performr.J without any 
pain killers, the fear being that dmgs may cat•sr. che patient to slip 
further into a coma. The pain forcL-d his body awake, and the rest 
became a daily struggle toward recm'CI)\ 
Greg lloesn't remember much about waking up; just the pain 
and ll)ing to jump start a memoiy that didn't want to cooperate. 
Where was he? What happened? How bad were his injuries? He 
wouldn't learn until much later that when they arri\-ed on the 
scene, paramedics canceled the lifeline helicopter. "They never 
thought la make it the three minutes to the hospital," Greg says 
now, shaking his head. "Three minutes." 
Now Greg wasn't sure what was next. In the hospital, hea tiy to remember his life and come up with 
only bits and pieces. Pictures helped, but in conjuring up other 
memories hea have to rety on his mother. But Greg considered THE CARBO:-.DALE Co~L\11.JNTIY HIGJI SCHOOL driver's cdu-
himself lucky. "I'd lay there in bed and watch this man, the !,'llY I cation class has just finished wat,hing a video in which young adults 
shared the room with, talk to his wife," Greg recalls. "He had brain speak out about their debilitating head and spinal conl injuries. 
injuries too, and he couldn't remember her. He never remembered They're \\'Jtching, but some seem a little bored. 
who she was." Cindy DJ\ie, the director of staff tr:1ini.1g and de\·dopment at 
That terrified Greg more than an)thing. He realized how CCS, flips off the \ideo while motioning toward Greg. \Virh short-
incredibly impartant his family was to him. It \\'JS just dumb luck cropped hair, a !JnJ,.·y buil,I and a casual smile, Greg could he :tll;' 
that he remembered them. Yet he couldn't e,·en swallow. Heel be collq,,e gu): Then he spc·.u,:.s. 
sitting on the edge of the hospital bed watching tcle\ision, drool When he first begins to talk, you c.m 5<:c slight shock in the stu-
:lopping out of the side of his mouth. 'lnerapy began immediate• dents' faces. Greg's voice soumls like he is mentally handicapped. 
Ir He'll be the first to admit it. It's a slow, drJ,m out speech that makes 
When brain cells die they never come back. The brain com- others think he's retarded. 
pensates for this by having other cells learn what the lost ones . He jokes "ith the kids, makes fun of his spe,;ch, hcd<lcs hi, 
knew. Greg had to relearn basic motor functions. It would take audience. Greg knows how to work a crowd. He tell< hi, stol'}"• 1l1cn 
almost three months for him to regain some semblance of speech. it becomes serious. 
Kim remembers co,Lxing him into S:t)ing his fir;t word. "I may joke around, but trus is not funny. TI1is ,an h.,pprn to .111!· 
"He wanted to get back to the hospital bed, and I told him if of you," Greg tells them. Their attention never \\"Jncs. Greis nukn 
you want back in bed you have .to say it," Kim recalls. sure of th.it. "Look at me," he says. "Do you want thi, to happen to 
Greg tried, but couldn't, \'OU?" 
"If you want the bed you ha\·e to say'bed,- Kim repeated. • Greg's nc\\found p.mion, one he began in September 19')7, i, 
Greg slowly formed the word. to tell his story. It's part of a pargrarn called Think First, a n.ni"n-
"Behhhd." "idc initiati\'C aimed at prc\-enting brain and spinal cord injuric, in 
Kim's heart leapt. young adults. Greg tra\'cls across the southern part of the st.He, vi,-
"Say it ag.tin."· iring high 5chools, junior highs and some elementary schools. He 
tells his talc and \V-Jms others. "It can h.1ppcn to you," he says, 
GREG £.',TIRED TIIE HOSPITAL A ~IA.'1, but three months bter "because it happened to me." 
he left a child. Cindy thinks Greg is a Godsend, and she sap he i, the most 
Before Greg w:15 allowed to go home, hospital therapists want• critical part cf the entire presentation. "I !e's committed to keeping 
ed to make sure he could make it up and down the staits of his them sate," she says. "He doesn't want them to follow in his foot-
house in case of an emergency. All Greg could do was crawl. For steps." 
Kim,therew:1Snothingmoreheartbreakingthanwatchingherl8- He knows his message might be O\'crlook•:cl ,omctimcs - he 
p:ar-old son b=ly crawling up the stairs. \isits at least 50 schools a y~-ar- but he knows they remember him. 
But the road to n:coveiy was faster than expected. The doctor "I'll sec some of them out and they'll come up to me and say') le}; 
had said it would b'! at least two years before he walked again and I remember you coming to our driver's ed cbss,- Greg sa)"· "It's like 
one year before he talked again. "'Well," Greg says, "it took me four if I can just help one kid ... " 
and a half months to tcll him he better go read that medical book For Greg, trouhle has taken a back scat to teaching. He has a 
again and in 11 months I was walking." purpose and identity that he thought the accident had taken away. 
It wasn't that simple relearning the rest. Previously left-handed, His family says they never would ha\'C imagined Greg would 
he had to learn to use his right after his left was rendered nearly become the person he is today. 
useless from at:ixia, a side effect fr:,m the coma. 'While Greg slow- "He's happy with where he is," Kim says. "He could ff cl sorry for 
ly learned to dress himself, h:'d often run into trouble. One day, himself, he has the right. If you're completely normal one cby and 
Kim heard Greg call out to her. "Mom," he said, "I don't know how the next you're disabled ... to know wh.1t it's like to be normal, it 
to tic my shoes." must be hard. 
The worst, it first appeared, was that Greg's friends all but "I always tell him 'You're my hero.-
deserted him. His best friend had even slept \\itl1 his girlfriend 
while he was in his coma. His friends pretty much turned their IT'S J\,IARCII, ,\.'ID FOR ,\Smiling Greg Tra,·er, life is b'ood. 
backs. After all, Greg wasn't like them an)more. He had changed. He has nL'\V friends and a position that helps others as mu:h as 
Growing up, he couldn't remember not being in some kind of trou- it helps him. Trouble hasn't found him yet, and he doesn't intend to 
ble. Heel been rebellious and loved to run \\ith that kind of crowd. let it. There's his message, too. It's one he thri\·es telling, and just 
Now, family mattered. Getting better mattered. Causing more m,l)l>e it can save a life. 
grief for those who loved him was the last thing on his mind. But he's paid a price. He still is not able to remember many 
Greg transferred to the Center for C_omprehensi\'C Senices things, like being 16. He misses appointments, forgets friends' 
(CCS) in Carbondale. He finished rehab by thi: age of 20. Soon names and doesn't remember most of his \"C;trs before the accident. 
after, he got his GED, a difficult feat for someone with a brain The long and short-term memo!)' he nev~r g:i\-e a ;,-cond thoughc 
injury. After going home to \isit his family and the few friends he to now defines a large portion of his .ife. His biggest grip-; is for-
had left, Greg return~-d for good. Hea met good people in getting cute girls' names. 
Carbondale. And there was a CCS program he was interested in He struggles daily "ith awJ..·ward speech anJ an unsteady w.tlk. 
joining. His coordination will alw:iys he slightly off. But from his battered 
The accident slammed a new 1•1entality into Greg, and he no frame comL-s a strength tl1al ,;ives otl1crs someone to look to a< 
longer felt the need to lin! a high-fl)ing existence. It w:is time to get undeniable e\idene:: of wi:a' ,·.111, ·md does, happen. 
his life together.-Thc teenager who once sold dm;;s to his lather's 'The wreck is tlw best tl1ini, tli..t L'\'Cr happened to him, Greg will 
friends became the lighthearted man who now knew only too \\-ell tell you. It took a dn;g-dealing punk and turned him into a \igilante 
that life is way too short to cause others pain. of sorts. His moth•=r thanb God for giving Gn:g a second chan,-e 
"It's bizarre that I say this, and I know it may sound had, but the at life. It's God who n.-surrccted him, she says. Greg, too, knows this 
accident really has been a blessing," Kim says. "It made him calmer is the l.tst chance to get it right. 
and ~lowed him clown. It completely changed his attitude. He does- "I am just so glad this happened to me because it saved me," 
n't have the ability to get angiy. He can't stay angiy "ich people." Greg says. "My accident is a gift from God. 
Greg's old life died on the si<le of that road. And he knew it. "And my gift is w'?t I give back." 
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Yeomans to speak on 
spiri~al women in history 
MATT BRC,.NAN 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
When Melinda Yeomans gives 
her lecture ·on spiritual women 
throughout history, she will explore 
the writings of everyone from the 
~een of Sheba to Joy Harjo, mod-
em Native American poet. 
Liberal Arts Adviser Melinda 
Yeomans will lecture today abtJut 
women writers throughout· history 
and the £ubject of spirituality from 
6:30 to 8 p.m. in the Student Center 
l,1ississippi Room. 
The lecture is titled "Historical 
Literary Explanation ·of Women's 
Relationship. to the Sacred," and is 
part of women's history month. 
The lecture is co-sponsored by 
Women's Services, a group that pro-
\ides counseling, outreaches and 
workshops for women and Shades of 
Sisterhood, which is part of multicul-
tural programs and services at SIUC. 
Yeomans will distribute handouts 
with quotes and poetry from the 
book, "Women in Praise of the 
Sacred," which spans 43 centuries of 
women's writing on the spiritual. 
"The idea is to highlight women's 
thoughts and writings on religion 
and spirituality throughout history," 
said Jane Maxwell, Women's 
Services outreach and group coordi-
nator, who invited Yeomans to speak. 
There will · be examples from 
schools of spiritual thought such as 
Buddhism, Taoism, Judaism, 
Christianity, Islam and Hinduism. 
"There's a wealth ofliterature that 
comes down to us and this evening is' 
QUAKE 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3 
Garry Patter.;on, a geologist with 
the Center for Earthquake Research 
and Investigation at the University of 
Me:nphis, said there is an effort ,o 
better understand the threat of a large 
event in the central United States. 
Patterson said because of the large 
sediment cover in this region it is 
hard to determine the amount of 
movement along faults in the zone. 
Unlike California's San Andreas fault, 
the New Madrid fault lies buried 
beneath thousands of feet of sedi-
ment. 
Patterson also said the rock in the 
Midwest is harder than that in the 
West. These two factors make the 
news, sports, as 




about appreciating the experiences of 
the sacred as . it comes through 
women;" Yeomans said. 
Yeomans teaches Women's 
Studies 492: Women in Religion .. 
"She was referred to us because 
she is held in high regard on these 
topics," Maxwell said. 
Though Yeomans will be focus-
ing on women's experiences, she said 
Cimi'r,i,~1ft.WIII 
There's a weahh of literature 
that comes down to us and 
. this evening is about 
appreciating the experiences of 




that both men and women ca·n bene-
fit from it. 
"The value is in comparing expe-
rience1 of human beings in general, 
not just mer, or women," Yeomans 
said. "\Ve will be focusing on 
women's experiences because in 
many ways that has been underrepre-
sented.» • 
Two more women's service's 
events for the month of March arc 
The Trial of Lizzie Borden, a presen-
tation on a murder mystery in United 
States History from a women's per-
spective, and a lunchtime workshop 
that allows women the chance to cre-
ate a map ~f their life and reflect 
upon personal experience. 
New Madrid Seismic Zone danger-
ous to a much larger area than those 
in California. · 
"The damage from a quake in the 
wne is spread over an area 10 times 
larger than a quake of the same mag· 
nitude in California," Patterson said. 
A study conducted by FEMA in 
1985 estimated 5,730 residents in 
Carbondale would be left homeless 
by a quake with magnitude of7.0 or 
higher. 
Patterson said Project Impact 
cities arc better prepared than most in 
this area. Grants for impro·1cments 
were allocated through this program 
for cities to improve disaster pre-
paredness and response. Carbondale 
is currently using .its grant money 
from the project to retro-fit both of 
the fire departments in the city. 
Hir~fami Ishihara (f~ont), a graduate student from J~pan, worked in a lab· :i'iiesday 'evening on test~. : 
ing bean DNA to detect resistance.to disease. David Lightfoot, a professor 1s plant and .soil scfonces,: 
observed the work. A similar lab will soon open in Dunn Richmond Business Incubator. - . · · · 
SIU is a plate tohatch .- > 
Lindsey Associates, a- company started by Jeff 
_ Lindsey, a professor in electrical engineering tecpnology, 
is an engineering ddgn business that makes milituy 
. commllllication products. It rcceivcd space in the incuba-
The DuM~Richmond Economic Development tor in,1991, the second business to be housed there. 
CARLY Hl:MPHILL. 
DAILY EGYPTIAN . · 
Center houses an incubator ~t hatches something_ "One advantage is th<; association v.ith other busi-
unusually associated with this term - businesses. · . ncsscs," Lindsey said. . · · 
David Lightfoot,a professor in plant and soil sciences, Lindsey,. the owner of Lindsey ~tcs, received 
nccdcd a pJacc to house Genome and Agricultui.il instruction on the operation of his business, which is 
. Biotechnology Inc., a business he created through another adv:mtagc for start-up businesses iij the incuba-. 
n:scan:h done on campus. The company, which tests the tor: . 
genes of soybeans, nccdcd a space to begin, so he movcd "It helped me in that 1 took classes on how I<? own . 
his company to the Small Busines~ Incubator: · and operate a small business," Lindsey said. 
"We evolved to whel'e WC WC'C ready to try it,ff said Not only have the businesses profited, but the 
Lightfoot, director of t.1e company. .• Univemty also gains from the companies. in the incuba-
The fu:ility. located at 150 E. Pleasant Hill Road, tor: · · · · 
provides rental space for 15 tenants to start and expwd "Its good for SIU in th.1t a certain percent of sales are 
businesses in the commllllity. Three of the private sector returned to the U~t;~» said Llghtfoot · 
businesses, the Genome and Agricultural Biotechnology By allowing Univmity-bascd businesses to house in 
Inc., Lindsey Associates and DxR De•,dopment Group, the incubatoi; professors are ab!e to develop thcirrcsea!Ch 
started from n:scan:h performed by professors on cam- and remain on· campus. 1nis is important bccatisc it · 
pus. allows the Univcr.;ity to retain talented n:scan:hcrs, said 
GAB sells genetic information to public soybean Hamt. · • 
breeders after testing the s.ampl~ fi?m these companies. - The third• c:impus.-rclatcd · company, . DxR 
Lightfoot, along with three employees, tests the SO)iic:m De\-dopment Group, ..ids medical students through a 
seeds using computers to find out if they are resistant to software progr.up.1nis co~pany created the education: 
a fungus in the beans, which causes StJybean sudden al software that first-ycir medical students use to perform 
death syndrome. . . •'. · medical procu,l=s ~ such as swgcics -on the com-
Companies such as GAB.could help the region and putci: · · . 
the state profit from their discoveries. Although this year While the University benefits from· the profits and 
had a record yield for soybean harvests, 20 pcr=t of the professors, the commllllity prospers from the n:scan:h 
harvest was lost to soybean sudden death syndrome, . and the jobs that are acated by the incubator. ·. 
Lightfoot said. His company's goal is to reduce that per- . "One of the missions of the University is to provide 
centagc. outreach to the region; Ham~ said. • · . .' _: 
"I so: this as a n:al opportunity for the University as . _ The ~rubator. docs this through the 76 full-time and 
wcll as the region," said Kyle Hefst, manager of the fa,: part-time jobs created by the comjX'niCS in tht: build-






3 credits,· Fall 21)01 
Find :1:ha~;:: behi~~'f h~ :;ds · I 
of people in different cultures, 
CTNO !!!' 
. domestic and international, and 
how knowledge of cultural attitudes 
, can avoid misunder$tanding. .. . 
·. Enroll in FL. 202· for this Fam 
Introduce yourself .to a world_ of 
·· possibilities in any major. 
Find oiJ.t where your major can take you. 
Gain experi~nce and develop international skills while ~ 
interning in another country, This course can piapare 
you for any International experience. 
For more information, contact: 
Eugene Timpe or Brooke Thibeault, Foreign Lan~uage and 
International Trade at 453-5431 or bhht@s1u.edL1 
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Saluki Advantage to expand with additional funds 
CoDELt. RODRIGUE% 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
homework," Bumpus said. system. "It was very well reccived·by the students," 
With the added funds, the program will "\Ve're so excited for the new students to Scally said. 
When Kendra Bumpus came to SIUC, she 
signed up for. a program that would make her 
transition from high school to college easier.· 
Bumpus signed up for Saluki Advantage, a 
program that puts first-year students with the 
same classes on the same floors. 
add three more floors to its list next fall. sec the program," Lorentz said. , While students like Bumpus· do not deny 
The three extra floors- ..,.......,...,,,,.....,.""'"'"""",,.,,.,"""'"""' "The departments arc excited that the program eased the transition from 
will give the program .i litf4¥4iM;DJii'il about it too." high school to college, she said not everyone 
total of 16. Lorentz said the program was excited about the program. 
The 12th floor. of Mac You get ·to know the helps students by giving them "A lot of the kids from the bigger cities did-
Smith will be dedicated -to people on your floor. If others to talk to about classes and rit like it," Bumpus said. 
The program recently received $30,000 
from a Resource Allocation Management 
students with classes in you need s_omeone to having groups when it comes_tin:ie · Bumpus said some of the older students 
American Studies and the talk to, they're there. to stu~y for tests. found itas a reason to poke fun at the freshmen. 
. 11th and· 6th floor will Admissions and Records has Despite the slight problems some·have had 
Plan proposal.. • -
Bumpus, a_n u_ndecided-. freshman from 
Thayer, ·said the program was helpful overall 
in preparing her for college classes. 
cater to students ,vith MIOiEllE DOWIAND been recruiting new students from with the program, others like Michelle 
classes in Social Issues and· undeci&dficshmm high schools to to join the pro- . Dowland; an undecided freshman from 
Education respectively. gram. Modesto, said the prog,arn has been· helpful 
Kathie Lorentz, hous- Beth Scally, coordinator of. overall and has helped her adjust to college life. 
"If you had a problem and were apprehen- . 
sive to go to the teacher, you could find some-
one on the ·floor who_ could· help_you with 
ing program coordinator, said the programs marketing in housing, said these reasons are "You get to know the people on your floor," 
have been successful so far and she is eager to why it was destined to succeed with those who Dowland said. "If you need s~meone to talk 
add three more floors to the Saluki Advantage have participated in the program. to, they're there." 
THE SOUTHERM Ill]NOIS UN-LIM]Tl:DSM 
43;200: ~nytime free minutes - $34.99/mo~ 
s Unlimited free minutes each.and every month 
i a· Free long-distance to ·c111 of First Celfuiar s 24 county area 
a FreeCallerm, Call Waiting and Call Foiwarding 
a Digital technology prdvides·up to 7 days of battery life** 
s Nationwide roaming c1t one low pe~ minute rate 
m Plus many m_ore benefits 
· The South em Illinois Uniimited is. s~ smart, so affordable, your home phone 
may become obsolete. Get on board: Get .unlimited; Call 1-800-423-5560. 
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of southern illinois 




The clear choice for wireless in Southern Illinois. 1-800~423-5560 www.firstcellular.com 
: Reta/I Locations: 
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Wke Nolen.• Ken Blackman. 
John Newell 
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STACEY RODINSON 
SIUC graduate Studer.: Prince 
Taylor is trying to b.iild a relation-
ship with the community through 
his radio show on WDBX 91.1 
F.M. 
Nc>w both SIUC students and 
residents who tune-in will be able 
to get the latest news and events 
occurring·on and off-campus. 
The station features a show 
called "A Lil' Summthin' 
Summthin'" with Prince "love" and 
Niambi. Taylor and Niambi 
Rowland arc hitting the airwav.:s to 
get surport from students who 
want to promote their organiza-
tions and events on or off-campus. 
"I'm trying to increase aware-
ness about my show and extend an 
invitation to each organization to 
visit and talk about themselves," 
said Taylor, a graduate student in 
workforce education from Chicago. 
bcfot-. deciding to become co-host. 
Rowland and her sister, Ayanna Rowland, 
have formed a duo called Az One. 
Rowland said after they were inter· 
viewed on the show, she enjoyed it and 
decided to secure a position there. 
"I asked him if I could work in the 
summer, arid I just enjoyed (hosting] since 
I started it," Rowland said. "I enjoy [host-
ing] because no one really knows who you 
arc, its fun, [and has little] restrictions." 
A Lil' Summthin' Summthin', which 
airs from 8 to 10 p.m. every Tuesday, fea-
tures music genres like funk, soul, reggae, 
hip hop and rock. The show also features 
local artists like Deep 6, Mello, Don P, N-
Tense, Writaz Block, Az One and others 
who \vant to showcase their talents. 
Brian R. Powell, station manager for 
WDBX, said Taylor is a valued member of 
· the staff who has certain qualities that 
make the show a successful one. 
"His program is excellent," Powell said. 
"He [demonstrates] one of the greatest air 
personalities, abilities and sensibility 
toward the community." . 
Mclvon Acoff, also known as Mello;a·. 
local artist in the Carbondale area, said the 
show has had a positive effect on him and 
a number of other local artists. 
NEWS 
and others," said AcotT, a senior in speech 
communications from East St. Louis. "He 
interviewed me and ph1yed my music and 
just showed me love." 
Taylor said the show receives calls from 
a range of people who support the show, 
but he would appreciate more support 
from organizations who arc seeking recog-
nition and a way to communicate with 
Carbondale and SlUC. 
"I feel our organizations do a lot of 
good, positive things that tend to get over-
looked, poorly promoted or just ·not sup-
ported," Taylor said. "Many times lack of 
support comes from people simply not 
knowing or finding out at the last 
minute." 
In an attempt to change this, Taylor 
and Rowland h~ve contacted organiza-
tions, groups and individuals on the SIUC 
campus and asked them to provide a list-
serv with a representative to send out 
information. 
"Its a good opportunity for us· to get 
experience and for them (organizations) 
to get free publicity," Rowland.said. 
The show has had some progress since 
its first debut. 
CUL.AU& FRYI: - DAILY EGYPTIAN 
Taylor has been volunteering at 
the radio station since January 
1997. He said the show is diverse 
and attracts a wide variety of local 
acts. Even his co-host Rowland, a 
junior in radio-television from 
Springfield, was originally ·a guest . 
He· said he gained more recognition 
because of his air time on the show and 
the support he received from Taylor. 
Taylor has conducted interviews with 
Dawn Roberts, an SIUC student activist 
~ubbed the "governor's pie lady;" S•m Kofi 
OJ Prince "love• gestures in the WDBX studio during his 
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Bring your teaching degree to 
In California you'll have more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate, sports, 
entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with open arms 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12 
from Ghana who discussed the· relationship between 
African and African-Americans in Africa; Nancy 
Dawson, assistant profess9r of Black American studies 
at SIUC; Cuz U Learn Through Understanding Reality 
and others. 
The show also features discussions about several issues 
and subjects of interest to the audience. . · 
Phillip Walker, a member ofC.U.L.T.U.R., said one 
concept of the group is to showcase poetry, freestyle and 
other activities through open-mic sessions in order to 
promote self-expression. 
"He wanted us to become a part ofi_t ( the show] and 
we agreed," Walker said. "He gave me a chance to say 
DEVELOPMENT 
CO~-rJNUED rROM PAGE 3 
"Richard wanted a place to sell his work and also a 
place that could attract tourism and have school children 
come to see demonstrations," Gardner said. 
On a breezy Tuesday, flags 
wave through the air at half 
staff because of an order· 
sent throughout the state 
by Gov. George H. Ryan ask-
ing for remembrance of for-
mer C:ov. William G. 
Stratton. Stratton died last 
Friday at Northwestern 
Memorial Hospital in 
Chicago at age 87; he 
served two terms as gover-
nor in the 1950s. 
MA'RY C::oLUEn 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
my piece, to havi: people hear me on what I had to say 
in my poems and. messages.n 
Many Registe,ed Student . Organizations like 
Caribbean Students' Association and Vanity Fashion 
Models and greek letter organizations like Sigma 
Lambda Gamma Sorority, Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity and others have also 
appeared on the show to represent their organizations. 
Taylor said his show is one way of reaching ouMo 
and uniting the Carbondale community" and to the 
SIUC community. 
Along with the listservs, Taylor and Rowland have 
sent out memorandums to each RSO on campus as an 
invitation to participate and contribute to his efforts. 
"My.goal is to have more of the organizations rep-
resent themselves on the show," Taylor said. 
"It's free and l feel it does a great service to the 
community." 
eat at the restaurant, and it's good for the whole area," 
Gardner said. 
"The project is helping me out a great deal and giv-
ing m:: more self-confidence and motivation," Cox said. 
Gardner will a:lso soon begin working with the own-
ers of a loca:l orchard to e.,pand their business. One of 
the owners of the orchard started a small side business 
of having.schools come and tour the Cox a~ended school, but he 
did not take any business classes. 
"l wanted to become more 
professional and I needed to set 
myself up as a business, but l did-
n't know how to start a business 
and l needed help," Cox said. 
llffl.£;#,\.i@lt·~~ifm orchard. 
•-----·- ---- - The response to this was huge, and 
So Cox came in contact with 
the Rural Development 
Opportunities project to get help 
· with starting his mvt!'business. 
Cox said the project has given 
him several ideas about bringing 
in tourism. 
Gardner said that by making 
I wanted to become more 
professional and I needed to set 
myself up as a business, but I 
didn't know how·to start a busi-
ness and I needed .help. · 
RICHAIID Cox 
cntrtprcncur 
when the owners learned their side 
business could be as profitable as the 
orchard, they needed help with the 
transition. 
"We are going to help them put it 
down on paper and help them reach 
their goal," Gardner said. 
The project' is also working to 
develop ·four main aspects of Union 
County. Barns, farms, vineyards and 
antiques are potential tourist attrac-
tions for the count)\ 
Cox's business a tourist attraction, it would benefit other 
businesses in the Southern Illinois area. 
"If someone hears about Richard, they might come 
to sec him and then stay at a bed and breakfast and then 
"We don't need to work in Carbonda:le because it's 
a:lready pretty developed," Gardner said. "We need to 
work on bringing the community together by develop-
ing the rural areas." 
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USG Announces t:he 
BIDIDE - SJgr5J~®ll H~mm 
· $~1truom~11rSJl!W~ · 
Deadline for Application. is April 6"' 
Please come by t:he USG Office to 
pick up applications! 
3 rd floor Student Center 
:11(1. Cnh·ary Lutheran Church 
114 S. Oak St. 
DeSoto, IL 62924 
Phone & TIT: 618-867-2418 
~~h 
o~~Jl 
. Evangelical Lutheran 
, Church in America 
Sunday School: 8:30a.m. 
Worship: 9:30a.m. 
Seniccs are interpreted for 
the bearing impaired. 
!l .~.-~ . •"'-~hasst free. ~ ; nm•p affordable. Mways CllllVement "'""', e- . 
/ li Call 1-800-231-2222 or visit www.greyhound.com GREYHOUND 
G ~ldww'apn!\IStltqlht.Q'Je!swaD,5forliMIWisf,oc,i,.VJOJ1flOtlaf!r'lr«wlidbttmbh&dofltitilllf/~chau1: 
bn.M:tsd,eatad-.qt..ctD.tncG:LScl!llt~INl~r11'W/llSt!l~dattt.appf)'~u4,2DC!. 
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Minimum Ad Size: 
3lines 
25 characters prnine 
Copy Deadline: 
ll:3Da.m. 
I day prior to publication 
Office Hours: 
Mon-Fri 8:00 am · 4:30 pm 
• WASHER/DRYER, 2 YEAR $350, 
refrigerator S195, stove $100, dorm · 
fridge $35, monilor S35, 457-8372. 
Electronics 
1 BDRM, FURN or unfum, ale, close 
lo SIU, must be 21, neat & clean, 
NO PETS. call 457-n82. 
. 1-2 BDRM & STUDIOS AVAIL Now! 
SIMing at S210/mo, rum, water & 
trash, securily & laundry facility on 
sighl, 250 S Lewis lane, 457-2403. 
CLASSIFIEDS ONLINE! 1060 CEDAR CREEK road, 2 bdrm, 
You can place your classified ad • calhedral ceiling, w/d hookup, wood 
Online at ! deck, $450/mo, avail now, 
http://classad.salukicily.de.siu.edu/ 1 528-0744, 549-7180. 
FAXITI 
Fax us your Classified Ad 
24 hours ol day! 
600 N ALLEN: Duplex w/1 bdrm 
apts, cla, quiet area, $350/mo. stu-
dio apt @ 605 W Freeman, 
S200/mo, lg studio apt @ 608! W 
Cherry, $250/mo. 529-4657. 
, ALPHA'S ACCEPTING APPUCA· 
Include lhe following information: 
•full name and address 
"Dates Jo publish 
·classification wanled 
·weekday (8-4:30) phone number 
FAX ADS are subject lo nonmal 
deadlines. The Dally Egyptian re-
serves lhe righ1 to edi~ pror,erly 




WORLD WIDE WEB SECRETS l 
Download up to S100,)9(X 1h soft-
ware for free. Plus over 30 more 
, mind boggling secrets! 1-900-226-
2865, ext 8390, S2.99/min, must be 
18 yrs. serveU(619)645-8434. 
Sporting Goods 
TIONS for Summer & Fall 2001 . 
. housing. For more info call !he office 
at 457-8194 or visit our website at 
www.daifyegyp1ian.com/Alpha.html 
APTS, HOUSES, & TRAILERS, 
now leasing, close to SIU, tum, no 
pets,529-3581 or529·1820. 
• BEAUTIFUL EFFIC APTS 
· Only4 leh, classy, quiet & safe, w/d, 
ale, new app1. hrdwd/ITrs, Van Awk-
. en, 529-5881. 
BRAND NEW; 1 bdrm at 2310 SI~. 
w/d, d/w, fenced deck. brealdasl 
bar, cats considered, $460, avail 
May, 457-8194, 529-2013, Chris B. 
BRYANT RENTALS, NEW2001 
rental list out at our office, 508 w 
Oak on porcq.529-1820, 529·3581. 
.CAMBRIA, 10 MINUTE drive to SIU, 
1 & 2 bdrm efficiency avail, S220-
: 
1 
KAYAK PERCEPTION JOCASSEE, ~~J:;.:lfi~::~·5200• 
15 ft, tounng, 2 person, S550, Per- \ 
cep11on Dancer. 1211, Whitewater, C'DALE AREA. BARGAIN, spa-
S500, 457-5255 days. clous, 1 & 2 bdrm, no JJ!!IS, call 
KAYAKS· WILDERNESS sys, ~ea- ; ,ES4-4l
45 
or S84-68S2. 
[:;E~. ~• -P~ cret-$850 & perceplion Spectrum•· COUNTRY SETTING,5 mi from 
lf{'J;~ S650, wlruddersfpaddles, 964-9219.; ~~Jm1:.':::ir~:~~~;::.med, 
Auto 
1989 BERETTA, AUTOMATIC, very 
dependable, asking SB50, 92Hl558. 
19B9 HONDA CIVIC LX. l owner, 4 
door. au!o, p/w, cruise. ale is broke. 
233,XXX ml. $1500, 56~-1380. 
92 FORD RANGER, exe cond, ale, 
spon package & liner, S3500. call 
351-1722 for more inlo. ---------
Miscellaneous . EFFIC APTS, FURN, near campus, 
-FO_O_S_EB_A_LL_T_A_BL_E_FO_R_SA_LE_,-; I ~to~%~~:1r1~~~~g, as low as 
slightly used, $220 obo, 351-7386. 
NEW BUfLDING·MATERIALS, 12 
sets of tresses, treated lumber, un-
trealed wood, all sizes, privacy 
fence panels, dee~ packages, win-
. dews. doors. call 684-3413. 
: ~•G·ihbtBt 
HUGE 3 BDRM APT on 2 floors, 
hrdwd/llrs, furn, ale, NO PETS, must 
: ~~i~~!:!~:~1n4;i-~~;_rsonlmo, 
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS, cable, park-
ing, all util incl. one block 10 campus, 
call 549-4729 for more_ infonmation. 
GREAT LANDLORD! 1 & 2 bdrm, 
unfum duplex apts al 606 E Park, no 
pets, avail fall, 618-893-4737. _ 
LG ONE BDRM apt one block from . 
campus; $350/r.,o, 604 S Unlverslly, 
call 529-1233 
LOW RENT M'BORO, Nice large 
Clean 2 bdrm. carport, new heal & 
c/a, no pets, residenllal area, Aug 1 
$375-$410/mo,684-3557 PM onlyl 
LUXURY ONE .BDRM apt, furn, 
near SIU, ale, w/d In ap, B-B-0 
grills, starting $400/mo, 457-4422. 
M'BORO, LARGE 1 B.DRM, GOOD 
focatlon, quiet building, water & 
trash incl, 687-1n4. 
NEW 2 & 3 BDRM APTS, 2 blks 
from Morris Library, 516 S Poplar, 
605 & 609 W College, furn, carpel, 
ale, 529-3581 or 529-1820. 
NEW 2 BDnM apts, 514 S W/11I, 
furn, calJ)et, ale, no pets, avan Aug 
2001, 529-1820or 5~9-3581. · 
SCHfWNG PROPERTY MGMT 
Since 1971 
Now accepting applfcatlons for 
May/Aug 2001 
1, 2, 3, 4 bdrm apts, several loca• 
tions, all close to campus, no pets. 
The most for your money! 
One bdrm avaffable now. 
805 E Park St 
Office Hours 9-5. Monday-Friday 
529-2954 or 549-0895 
STUDIO APTS, FURN, near cain-
. pus, ample parl<irig. as low as 
$210/mo, call 457-442:>. 
STUDI0/1 BDRM, CLEAN, quiet, 
. close to campus, no pets. $250-
$350 per mo, 529-38_15, 
NEWER 2 & 3 bdrm, new caiJ,et, 2 TOP C'DALE LOCATIONS, bar• 
baths, ale, w/d, noored attic, 9 or 12 gain, spacious; 1 &.2 bdrm, no 
m~ leas~, VanAwl<en529-5881. ; !:.~~\:~~~~~5~:~~!':ei. Pop-
NICE 2 BDRM ap~ 1/2 block from• • · . . 
campus, $450/mo, call 529-1233. · • · ~~Js~~:~~a!~~!:~~e;r 
:~•a':,~;e~~~~1;1T~a~ea, $475/mo, ~II <:57-4422 • 
S550/mo, 985-2451. Visit 
NICE, NEWER; 1 bdim, 509 S Wall, 
or 313 E Mill, furn. carpeL ale, no· · 
pets, SU""'ler or fall, 529-3581. 
ONE BDRM APT, newly remodeled; 
near campus, real nice, starting 
$350/mo, 457-4422. 
RAWLINGS ST APARTMENTS, 
516 S Rawlings, 1 bdrm, $29511er 
mo, laundry on site, 457-6786. 
• The Dawg House · 





! Housing Needs 
~~~;:;;.~~~-• C:1?~~-bdrm Frcshnien and Sophs 
7779. • · · Tlppe~cl~!lsmen 
SOPHOMO!\E & UNDERGRAD Grad• Students 
~~ in~ :,;:;::i~e; ~f;e~~~;a~- Cm~ples .. 
~~:e~~-'~1~u5'.
0!'.!~~~t:~~35: , £1 and o.m , 
.· • . . CarbondaleHQuslng.com . 
!:!c~~i~;~u~'.~:~~~ ~~~; • . : ~' On the Internet ~ 
laund,y facilities, lree parldng, water . · • • · 
& trash removal, SIU bus stop, man--
ager on premises, phone, ~9-6990. 
SPACIOUS, 2 BDRM APT, furn or 
unfum, ale, mus1 be neat & clean, 
quiet residential area close to cam-




WEST SIDE C'DALE on VioleL 2 
bdrm, 2 bath, imfum. c/a, garage. 
$750/mo, lease. no pets. references, 









21,jr 609W.College(2or3people) $475 
2bdr 5165.Pq,lar(2orJpeople) $475 
l:: :trr:,11:lr::J> ~ 
Apartments 
!bdr JMN5pringeil4 ll50 
J bdr JOHV5yr,more,do-.n l4SO 






lbdr 4025.Grahamll,l,4 5250 
, lbdr4091V.Ptanl!,l 5350 
lbdrJlOW.Walni.Ut 5350 , 
lortbdr406W.Elm,f&Wap!. $400 
llxl• 304W5)t>mO!efupstairsJ Sm 
t bdr m S.Graham N. Apt Sl2S 
lbdr-406S.WashingtonN.opt $210 






4 or 3 bdr 300 E.Hes1er $680 
4 or 3 bdr 911 W.Pecan $600 
3 or 2 bdr 105 S.Springer $650 
· 3 bdr 1503 W.Tayrc, $800 
3 bdr 305 W .Pecan $725 
3bdr 319 Mill $500 
• 3 bdr 400 S.Graham $500 ~= !~g7E~~~~e . :~ I 
2bdr 410S.Washington $460 
2 bdr 615 N.Almond $460 
.1 bdr 400 S.Washington $300 
,Trailers-
2 bdr 611 W. Walnut , $280 
s29.3sJfi;?,<~t9-1s20 
508W.OAK 
~ ~: e 1. ~ ~: '. ! 'i;. ~~!in~ ~Pnaw Rooms 'i .6071/2 N; Allyn - .• ', 
• 
1
; s~7W- Bainl 2 Bedrooms tires, looks super newl 48,xxx mi, PARK PLACE EAST, $200 and up 
$9000 obo, 549-7096. . per rr,o, furn; util Incl, International, 
-B-UY_P_O_L-IC_E_IM_P_OU_N_D_S_I -- ; gs·,ra,ed, 'caso,1m54e9~v2a8i3t no1.· #, laundry on 
Cars/lrucks from S500, for listings 
can 1-800-319.3323 ext 4642. Roommates 
TRUCK OPPORTUNITY, 1991 ·• 
Chevrolet S-10, exc cond, V-6 cylin-
der, S3200, 529-3330, 
rams_62901@yahoo.com 
WANTED TO BUY: vehicles, motor-
cycles, running or noL paying from 
$25 to $500, Escorts wanted, call 
724-7980 or927-0S5B. 
Parts & Service 
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile 
Mechanic; he makes house calls, 
457-7984 or mobile 525-8393. 
Motorcycles 
1987 HONDA 750CC Magna, will 
ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP; 1100 
sq fl duplex. quiet. safe, clean, 
$300/mo plus util, call 529-9150. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED, SUMMER . 
sublease, S216/mo plus l urn, close 
to campus, 536-6754. 
WANTED FEMALE ROOMMATE. 
non-smoker, furn apt, close to cam• 
pus, $175/mo + l util, 822-6999. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share 3 
bdrm house in quiet area near SIU, 
$25D/mo + 113 utif. 549-0082. 
Sublease 
• run forever, asking $1500 obo, call SUBLEASOR NEEDED JMMED, ef-
;:.54.;.;;;9.;·3;;;954;;;;·~------ I fie, S195/mo, watdrinci, last mo rent 
Bicycles paid, close to campus, 549-5701. 
---------I SUMMER-SUBLEASE. 1 bdrm, 
USED MOU~TA!N AND street bikes $350/mo, water Incl, close to cam-
• for sale, good working cond, $20 & pus, call 351-8047. 
up, call 529-2499 or 351-8569. 
Mobile Homes Apartments 
MOBILE HOME CLOSE to campus. RE~~;,~~~;, 1~~~ 2001 
completely remodeled, wld, d/w, and call 549-4808 (9am-Spm), no pets, 
;~~:'ii. 1~f~~~;is~~ Rental List at 503 S Ash {fro~I door). 
GEORGETOWN, nice, lumlunfurn. . 
Appliances soph. grad, no pets. See display't,; 
--------- I appl at 1000 E Grand,529-2187. 
$100 EACH, washer, dryer, stove, 
freezer & refrigeralor. {lVs & VCR's 1 BDRM $260-$390/mo, 2 bdrm 
start $40) guar, 457-n67. $390-$490/mo, no pets, year lease, 
--------- I dep,529-2535. 
REFRIGERATORS, lrost free, $135, 
gas or e!ec range, s10O, washers or 1 BDRM COUNTRY setting wilh 
dryers, $100, gas space heaters, ; w/d, c/a, hunting and fishing, avan 
• $!_50 & up, guar, 72~-4455. now, lease and ref, 684-3413. 
WHAT YOU GET 
,*HUGE, CARPETED, TWO BEDROOM APT. Wint MODERN: 
i KITCHEN AND BATII IN A PRIVATE SETTING 
~ GUEST; LINEN, ANP HUGE WARDROBE CLOSETS 
* AIR.CONDITIONED 
* FREE 6EXPANDED" CABLE TV SERVICE 
* FREE -oN SITE" PARKING . 
* FRIENDLY MAINTENANCE STAFF ON CALL 24 HOURS A DAY 
. HOW MUCH: $425.00 PER MONIH FOR THESE HUGE 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS WITH EVERYTHING! · 
NEEd FumiitURE?. WE'IIWcmk Wi,~ You 
Garden Park Apartments 
607 East P~tk St. 
.~u 
• Sophoinor?approvea' 
• Luxury.2 bedr~omi 2 bath , 
apartments, swimming po~l, & 
laundry facilities on premises 
• No pets allowed 
Now Rentin for faU 2001 549 .. 2835 
, ,, 410 W. Oak 11, 12, #3 : 720 N. Carico 
"-=--""""~_,,,,.....yl 9DBN.Carico 
:i···-··· ... -.·-.·°;409K.Jdill' 
,'13. Bedrooms · [J BD4 w:Willow 
&;1ii~*l~ti~f i~~½~ii 
I - 9 or 12 mo. lease 
i- f11mished aprs. 
3 - ft1ll baths 
4 - spacious bedrooms 
PHONE ADDRESS 
457,41.i3 1207 ·s. Wall 
Quadapts@aol.com · · 
www. Daily Egyptian .com/DH/Quads. html 
CLASSIFIED 




6-305. 306 W College, 106 S Forest, 
747 E PARK, 2 BDRM, GARDEN 310! W Cherry, 324. 406 W Walnut 
winclow, breakfast bar, private 
fenced patio, 2 baths, all appl Ind, 5 Bed, 505 S Ash, 501 S Hays, 
Ju!! size w/d, dlw, ceiling Jans, mini 32l, 406,802 W Walnut 
t>linos, cats considered, $620. Same 
f'.:;cr plan avail at Jaros Lane $580, 4 Bed, 501 S Hays, 207 W Oak, 
457-8194, 529·2013, Chris B. 503,505,511, S ASh 
321; 324,406. 802 W Walnut 
ALPHA'S ACCEPTING APPUCA· 
· TIONS for Summer & FaU2001 3-306 W College,106 S Forest, 
housing. For more info call the office 310!. 313,610 W Cherry,405 S Ash 
· at 457-8194 onnsit our ,.-cbslle al • 
www.dailyegyptian.com/Alpha.html 2 Bed: 305 w College 
GORDON LN, LG 2 bdrm, 2 master 
suites each wl whiripool tub, hall 
balh do.,nstairs, patio, fireplace, 2 
car gar.:ge, w/d, dlw, $880, floor 
plan w/oul fireplace & 2 suites, 
$820, 457-8194, 529•2013, Chris B. 
406,324; 3241, W Walnut 
1 Bed:310! WCherry,207 WOak, 
802 W Walnu~ 1061 S Forest 
Rental Lisi at 503 S Ash (front door) 
549-4808 (9am-5pm) (No pets) 
NEAR THE REC. 2 bdrm. 4 bath up-
::~~~~;.~~~~~~~~~!~()/:~ con, :! llURM HOUSE. 208 E College, 
457-8194 and 529·2013. Chris B. wld, no pets, students, 5 blks from 
_________ 
1 
campus, bus stop neartiy, 457•5923. 
. NICE 2 BDRM $425 to $485/mo, 
dep, yr lease. ale, nea• Rt. 13 
sho;,s, no pets, 529-2535. · 2 BDRM HOUSE, NEAR campus, 
------~--, furn.ale, w/d, nice yard, starting 
. . Duplexes ~15/mo.457-4422. 
1 BDRM DUPLEX, $245/mo, furn, 
gas, water, trash, lawn, ideal for 1, 
clean, newly remodeled. near Lo• 
gan/SIU, no pets, 529•36741534· 
4795. 
2 BDRM. BUILT 19il8, 2-cargarage, 
whi~pool tub, $620/month, 457• 
8194, 529·2013. Chris B. 
-1 B_D_R_M_, 1-~/D-,-d/-w-, ca_rp_o_rL ___ 1 ~i:!',.~;~:~~:i;~~:i. avail 
S525/mo + 1s~ faSl mo & security • Aug 15, no pets, 549-2401. 
dep, agent owned, 684-5399. ---------1 2, 3,4 &5 bdrm, wld hookup, ale, 
2 BDRM, QUIET AREA. c/a, no pets ok, extra security, avail Aug 1. 
dogs, 1 mile West or town, available call 983-8155. 
now, call 549-0081. 
----,-------1 3 BDRM.CIA. w/d. full basement, 
BRECKENRIDGE APT, 2 BDRM, 1305 S Wall, S750/mo, avail June 1. 
unfurn, no pets, diSptay 1/4 mile Sol no pets, 549·2401. 
f,rena _on 51, 457-4387 or 457-7870. 3 BDRM, HARDWOOD FLOORS. 
c· DALE NOW renting May/Aug ~c9_~~~.yard, wld, avail nowt Gall 
• newer 2 bdrm, Cedar lake area, d/w, 
w/a, quiet, grad/professional, $495- 3 BDRM, ON SIU bus route, c/a, 
$545, 893-2726,jimel@midwest.net S600/mo, avail May ·1s, no pets, 
549·2401. 
Houses 3 BDRM, W/D, c/a, fireplace, ga• 
---------I rage, nice & quiet area, 1 mileS of 
....... 2 & 3 BDRM IN CAMBRIA....... town, no dogs, avail Aug, 549-0081. 
........ HURRY, FEW AVAILABLE. .... . 
· .................. 549·3850 .............. : ....... 4, 4 BDRM. SEMI furn, Jg morris, 2 
bath, c/a, wld, cozy, 1 + acres, 
1 BDRM UNFURNISHED house, fireplace, nico, qui.et, pets? 1yr leaso 
one block from SIU, $395/mo,S300 J\ugusl, $680 up, 893-1444, 
ALPHA'S ACCEPTING APPUCA· 
TIONS !or Summer & Fall 2001 
housing. Fer more inlo call the oHice 
at 457-8194 orvisij our website at 
www.dailyegypban.com/Alpha.htmf 
APTS, HOUSES, & TRAILERS, 
now leasing, close to SIU, furn, no 
pets, 529·3581 or 529·1820. 
BRAND NE\V 2 bdnn, wld, dlw, 
breakfast bar, nice yd, quiet area. 
cats cor,sldered S590/mo, 529-2013 
and457•8194, Chris B. 
BRYANT RENTALS, NEW2001 
rental list out at our office. 508 w 
Oak on porch. 529·1820, 529-3581. 
COALE AREA, BARGAIN, spa· 
clous. 2 & 3 bdrm, w/d, carpo~. free 
mo\\ing & trash, no pets, call 684-
4145 or 684-6862. 
C'DALE COUNTRY SETTING, 2 
bdrm, car;,eled, gas appl, pets, yd, 
$350/mo, avan now, 684•5214. 
DESOTO, CLEAN 2 bdrm house, 
w/d hookup, porch, storage, nice 
area, S350, rel, deposit, 549--0510. 
FALL, 4 BLKS lo campus, 2 bdnn, 
weli•kept, air, w/d, no pets, lease, 
529·7516 or 684•5917. 
FALL,4 BLKS to campus, 3bdnn, 
well•kept, air, wld, no pets, lease, 
529·7516 or 61J4·5917. 
FOR RENT, 3 bdrm, hrdwd/ flrs, 
good neighbcmood, famny zoned or 
2 studen!S, $600/mo, call 529·1039. 
HOLL YWDDD, beat Brad Pill to this 
beautiful 4 bdnn house. hrdwd/llrs, 
dlw, wld, VanAwken529•5881. 
NICE 2 BDRM den. $590/mo. de• 
postt, year lease, wld hookup, no 
pets, ale, quiet area, 529·2535. . 
TOP C'OALE LOCATION, Geodesic 
Dome, free mowing, no pets, car1 
684-4145 or 684-6862. 
TOP C'DALE LOCATIONS, bar-
gain, spacious, 2,3,& 4 bdnns, w/d, 
some with c/a, froo mowing, list in 
front yard at 408 S Poplar, no pets, 
call 684-4145 or 684-6862. 
TOP M'BORD LOCATION, luxury 3 
bdrm, 1 l ba:h, w/d, c/a, patio, ga• 
raga, no pets, call 684-4145 or684•. 
6862. depoSit, cau 457-5631. 
2 & 3 BDRM, VERY LG, clean, well ~:w~f!.~:1ta~~.
1gs~g):.,!~:• WOWI NEW 2 bdnns, 2 car garage, 
i maintained, close to SIU, 5495- N James: 2 bdrm, c/a, garage, new .. .fenced back patio, behind Ike... ' 
I $750/.mo, Mike at 549•1903. carpet, $470/mo, 529-46~ __ !'lissan, hurry only 1 left, 549-3850. 
Mobile Homes 
.. MUST SEE TO BELIEVE! 2 bdrm .. 
...... trailer. bus avail, EaS1 &West .... .. 
....... $175/mo & upl!lf Hurry. few ..... .. 
.............. avail, 549·3850 ................. .. 
1·2 BDRM MOBILE HOMES, close 
. to campus. $225--$400/rno, waler & 
trash included, no pets, 
Call 549·2401. 
2 BDRM TRAILER. very nice, quiet 
location in M'boro, trash, fawn work, 
call 684•5924. 
AVAILABLE NOW! 3 bdrm;2 bath, 
c/a, waler & trash Included, 
SS99/monlh, 549·5656. 
BEL-AIRE MOBILE HOME park, 
900 E Park St, C'dale, now renting 
for summer, fall, & spring, 1,2, or 
3 bdrm homes, onlv 1 yr old, ener-
gy efflclenl, d/w, w/d, fum, no 
pets, stop by 9am•5pm, M•F, or 
call 529-1422. 
CARBONDALE AVAILABLE NOW, 
2 bdrm homes. $250-$359, going 
fa~ call 549-5656 • 
C'DALE 2 bdnn $225/mo, 2 bdrm 
$375/mo, sorrie utilities incl, NO 
PETS, 800·293-4407. 
LIKE NEW, 2 bdrm, 1 l bath, c/a, 
new carpet, super insulation, no 
pets, 457-D603 or 549-0491. 
htlpJ/home.GfobalEyes.nel/meadow 
LIVE IN AFFORDABLE style, furn 1, 
2, & 3 bdrm homes, water, sewer. 
trash pick-up and lawn care w/rent. 
laundromat on premises, full•time 
maintenance; no pets, no appt nee• 
essary, now renting for fall. Glisson 
Mob,le Home Park. 616 E Park.457· 
6405, Roxanne Mobile Home Park, 
2301 S Illinois Ave, 5-l3-4713. 
NICE 2 BDRM, nev.1y remodeled, 
starting at $250/mo, 24 hour maint. 
on SIU bus route, 549-llOO0. 
NICE 1WO BEDROOM, water/trash, 
lawn care pro,ided. $235/mo, ref 
req, 687-1873. 
VISIT 
THE DAWG HOUSE 
THE DAILY EGYPTIAN'$ ONLINE 
HOUSING GUIDE AT 
hltp://www.dailyegyptian.com/dawg• 
house.html 
WEDllESDAY, MARCH 7, 2001 • P/,GE 15 
ACADEMIC/RECREATION ASSIS-
TANT, PART-TIME· Aller school 
and weekend hours for Teen 
REACH program in Carbondale, to 
assist with tutoring and organized , 
recreational activities. Requires High 
School Diploma, excellent communl• 
cation skills and good driving record. 
One year experience working ,.ith 
Middle or High School youth prefer• 
red. Must l>e a positive role model . 
for young males and females. Apply 
to Adolescent Heallh Center, 101 s 
Wall. caroondale, IL 62901. EOE 
ATTENTION WORK FROM home 
man order, $1,500 to ss.ooolmo, can 
1-88'!-244-6157. 
ATTENTION WORK FROM home, 
earn an extra $550-$1475, PIT, · 
$2115·$3750, FIT. full training pro-
vided, paidvacabon, 1-888-670· 
6044. . 
ATTENTION: 





AVON REPS, START Free, no quo• 
las, no door•to-doo,, 1-800-898· 
2866. 
BAR MAIDS, PT, will tra:n, exc pay, 
John;lon City, 20 minutes Jrom 
C'da!e, call 982·9402. 
COMMUNITY BEHAVIORAL 
HEALTH Organization in Randolph 
County, ottering a part lime contrac-
tual poSition or paid internship to a 
graduate level student with expertise 
in computer p">gramming. We are 
looking to crr3te a sys:om to better 
manage our database that includes 
clinical files, scheduling, and data 
analysis at seven dilferent locations. 
If lnleresled, pte~se cootacl Raney 
LedbeUer al The Human Service 
Center, 10257 State Rt 3, Redbud, 
Illinois, 62278 or call 618·282-6233. 
COOKS NEEDED @ 17th Street 
Bar & Grill, PT/FT, apply ln person, 
32 N 17th St in Murphysboro. 
CRUISE LINE ENTRY-LEVEL. on . 
board positions a van, great benefits. 
seasonaVyear round, 
crulsecareers.com, 941-329-6434. 
DISABLED PERSON LOOKING for 
persons to assist me in my home. 
~tarting March 5, Ullilhrough sum• 
mer. call 351-0652 to set up an in-
terview. 
EXPERIENCED GRILL COOK, 
GOOD SALARY, BEIIEFITS .'.ND 
FUTURE. 
FAX OR MAIL RESUME TO: THE 
CORNER DINER, 600 S, l!.ll!IOIS, 
C'DALE 62901, FAX 549•2000. 
FAMILY EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Family literacy progmm seeks 10 fill 
FT/seasonal pos;Iion. Involves faciii• 
tating and providing family literacy 
services to migrant families in Cob• · 
den. IL Bilingual Spanish/English a 
must Willingness to travel on a limit• 
ed basis and work some wee~ends. 
Min $10.07/hr, D.O.E.. E.O.E. Send 
resume to Project Max, 128NWa~ 
nul, PO Box 619, Princeville, IL 
61559. 
FORESTRY STUDENT TO do tree 
planting In wood lol for timber stand 
Improvement, Alla Pass B93-23-l7. 
HORSE GROOM, TACK cleaner & 
assistant neeced for ride prep, ndrng 
privileges. Allo Pass 893-2347. 
Nanny Opportunities! Earn money 
while experiencing another area of 
the country. Immediate placement 
opportunities available with competi-
tive salaries for one year commit• 
menL Childcare experience and en· 
thusiasm a must. Earn $250-$500 
per week, plus room, board, an<l air• 
fare. Call goNANI at 1-800-937•NA• 
NI, !or additional infonralion. 
PHONE SURVEYOR, UP to S12/hr, 
FTIPT, no selfing, will train, 888,340-
0077 ext.319, Sun·Fri,9am•9pm. 
PROGRAM/RECREATION ASSIS-
TANT FOR Day Training Program 
serving a~&Jns wlih severe ar\Cf pro-
found developmonlal disabililies. 
Hig~ SchooVGED. ability to lift 50 
lbs, Police Background Checl< & se-
cure CDL drivers ficense within 2 
months ol employment required. 
$5.50-$5.75/hr plus excellenl fringe 
benefits. Apply to START, 20 N 
13th. Box 938, Murphysboro. 
REUAFlLE PERSON, CLEANING, 
office, yard worli for apts, license & 
transportalion a must, M•F, 11•4 
through July, 529·2535, Jy mess. 
RESIDENT ASST FOR STEVEN· 
SON ARMS for Fall 2001, apply in 
person, 9-nonn, phone 549·1332. 
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS needed, 
we train, call 549-3913 or apply in 
person at West Bus Service, North 
of Knight's Inn Mote~ 
SMOKERS EARN QUICK 
SPRING BREAK CASH 
EARN $200-$300 
Participating In smoking research. 
Women& Men smokers, 18-50 
years old, who qualify and 00mplete 
!he s1Udy, are needed t:i parllcipate 
m sm:ilong researCh. Qualifications 
determined by screening process. 
[t~§!§) 
--------- I KITTENS OR PUPPIES to give 
4TTENTION COMPUTER USERS: 
rum Your PC S'dlls Into Cold Hard 
Cash, Call en-230-4639 For De-
lails, Requesl File #800. 
EARN EXTRA MONEY wfcaialog 
sales. Flexible hours, no quotas, 
possible travel, call now: 529-4409. 
ATTENTION: READY FOR lhal 
swimsuil? Lose20-4001bs w/fale Al• 
fectr;e program, 618-476-1855,or 
Yisit www.slim2.com 
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile 
Mechanic. He makes house calls. 
157-7984 or mobile 525-8393. 
away? 3 Unes for 3 days FREE In 
lhe Dally Eqyptlan Classifieds! 
TIM'S TILING, ceramic tile installa-· 1 • ; 
lion, floor, wall, backsplaShes, rea• 
sonable rates, 529-3144. • 
,·.·.•,.·, ... •.f .. ,._ 
DAILYbmnm 
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408 W. CHERRY. COURT 300 E. COLLEGE 
410 W. CHERRY COURT 309 W. COLLEGE #1 
310 W. COLLEGE #1 . 309 W; GOLLEGE #4 
504 S. ASH #4 310 W. COLLEGE #2 309 W. COLLEGE #5 
504 S. ASH #5 31 OW. COLLEGE #3 409 W. COLLEGE #1 
507 S. ASH #4, #5, #6, #7, #8, #9, 310 W. COLLEGE #4 409 W. COLLEGE #3 
#11, #14 . . 500 W; COLLEGE #1 500 W. COLLEGE #2 · 
i~~ t1a,'#s9~ ;~ b~~i 1~#~: :~4~6' 11 ~· ~: rn~~~ ~g: g: j;~~fs¥IEW . 
#1 5, #16, #18, #19, #20, #23, 500 W. FREEMAN #2, #3, #5 113 S. FOREST 
#25, #26 507 1/2 S. HAYS 115 S. FOREST 
514 S. BEVERIDGE#l 509 1/2S. HAYS 503 S. HAYS 
514 S. BEVERIDGE #4 513 S. HAYS 507 S. HAYS 
602 N. CARICO 408 1/2 E. HESTER 509 S. HAYS 
403W.ELM#1 410E.HESTER 511S.HAYS 
403 W. ELM #2 703 W. HIGH #E 513 S. HAYS . 
403 W. ELM #4 703 W. HIGH #W 402 E. HESTER 
718 S. FOREST#1 ·208 W. HOSPJTAL#1 406 E. HESTER· 
507 1/2 S. HAYS 703 S. ILLINOIS#202 208 W. HOSPITAl:.#2 
509 1 /2 S. HAYS 703 S. ILLINOIS #203 401 S .. JAMES 
408 1/2 E. HESTER 61 l·W. KENNICOTT 611 W. KENNJrOTT 
208 W. HOSPJTAL #1 612 S. LOGAN 903 S. UNDEl'l-
703 S. ILLINOIS #102 612 1/2 S. LOGAN 515 S. LOGAN 
703 S. ILLINOIS #201 507 1/2 W. MAIN B 610 S, LOGAN 
-703 S. lLLINOIS #202 906 W. McDANIEL 906 W; MCDANIEL 
612 112·s. LOGAN 908 w. McDANIEL 908 w. MCDANIEL 
507 1/2 W. MAIN #A 300,W: MILL #4 407 E. MILL . 
507 1/2 W. MAIN #B 405 E.MILL 400 W. OAK #1 
507 W. MAIN #2 1305 E. PARK 400 W. OAK #2 
301 N. SPRINGER #1 202 N; POPLAR #1 402 W. OAK #1 
414 W. SYCAMORE #W 301 N. SPRINGER #1 402 W. OAK #2 
4041/2 S. UNIVERSITY 913 W. SYCAMORE 408 W. OAK 
406 S. UNIVERSITY #1 919 W. SYCAMORE 602 N. OAKLAND 
406 S. UNIVERSITY #2 404 1./2 S. UNIVERSITY 6299 OLD HWY. 13 
406 S. UNIVERSITY #3 404 S. UNIVERSITY N 1305 E. PARK 
406 S. UNIVERSITY #4 404 S. UNIVERSITY S 202 N. POPLAR #1 
334 W. WALNUT #1 503 S. UNIVERSITY #2 509.S. RAWLINGS #2 
334 W. WALNUT #2 334 W. WALNUT #3 509 S. RAWLINGS #5 
703 W. WALNUT #W 402 1/2 W. WALNUT 509 S, RAWLINGS #6 
UMm :fi•liJ0 toj¢@i OUUl •i#•M•MN ~1 § ~-~~~1~8~r 
404 S. UNIVERSITY N 
408 S. ASH 503 N, ALLYN 402 1/2 W. WALNUT 
504 S. ASH #1 609 N. ALLYN 820 1/2 W. WALNUT· 
504 S. ASH #2 408 S. ASH 504 S. WASHINGTON 
502 S. BEVERIDGE #2 504 S. ASH #2 506 S. WASHINGTON 
~14 ~:~~~~mg~~:§ ~g~ ~: !~~mg~~ #2 168 WATERTOWER [)R. 
508 N. CARICO ..Sl 4 S BEVERDIGE #2 a::mmroHil❖i#I: 
602 N. CARICO 514 S. BEVERIDGE #3 
~61 ~-~t~~~y couRT :g~ ~: ~~~~~❖ ~g~~+ · ~8§ ~: tit~l~odE · 
406 W. CHERRY COURT 408 W. CHERRY COURT 514 S. BEVERIDGE #2 
407 W. CHERRY COURT 409 W; CHERRY COURT 300 E. COLLEGE 
507 w~ COLLEGE 
305 CRESTVIEW 
1 04 S. FOREST 
11 3 s; FOREST 
503 S. HAYS 
507 S. HAYS 
509,S. HAYS 
511 S. HAYS 
513 S; HAYS 
402 E; HESTER 
406 E. HESTER 
208 W; HOSPITAL #2 
610 S. LOGAN 
400 W. OAK #1. . 
6299."0LD HWY. 13 
504 SO WASHINGTON 
506 S. WASHINGTON, 
300 E. COLLEGE 
507 W. COLLEGE · 
305 CRES1VIEW' 
208 W. HOSPITAi!. - ALL 
402W. OAK - ALL 
tfffiNiffl•ttWill 
208 w. }!OSPITAL - ALL -
402 W. OAK - ALL . 
lt4wffltttffl kt-WI QJil;. .l!fQRQ.QM_, . ' . . . 
507 1/2 S. Hays 
507 1/2 S. Hays 
. Ili8ff BEDROOMS 
609 N. ALLYN 
507S. HAYS 





by Nathan Stiffler 
THIS. HAPPl=N!aD "IV 
HIS wo~K AT THE, 
. SCl:NJC. CANYON; 
Now ::..fflge tt18 cJtcJed Jene.,. to 
fonn u,,,. aurprlse·answvr. as 
sug~tn d by lhe above cartoon • 
..;nc: HE "(Yr :n; 1··:i t t r ·l .. rr 
, -· · - · • (Answers tomorrow) 
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MAKE COLLEGE 
EASY, BEAT µrn 
SYSTEM, AND GET 
AVERY COOL JOB 




by Bt•h Hewitt 
Student Programming Council 
Student Center 3rd Floor~ 315 
Phone: 536-:393 Fax: 453-6559 
spc4fun@siu.edu · 
- . . . . .JCS51CA KoLB ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN 
HEART AND SOUL: Yvonne Larson; a junior in information systems technology, directs Hadley Austin, E, of Marion, in how to hit the right nctesTuesday :it the Student Center. Singing lessons, along 
INith instruction fn various other insti:uments, are offered through tlie Craft Center at the Student Center. • _ _ •, · . · · · . · 
· 308 East Main Street 
451~3~~7 
(1-1/2 Blk. E. of l~e Railroad) 
w:ww.rneineke.curn 




OPEii MON- SAT B Ml TO 6 PM 
Humane: Sodety of 
Sou them Illinois 
· · Carbondale 
(618) 457-2362 
C.A.R.E. Carterville 
-(618) 985-5304 ." 
Kluges Pope County 
. · (?~8}672-4741 _ 
:Daily Egyptian, : 
Ad,•ertislng-That __ , _ffi_. 
·• .G_ets Resits _.. ·11, 
I 
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l\lleW turf anoves to the fore 
as ·stadium phns are delayed 
SALUKI SPORTS NOTE 
Stremsterfer Name~ MVC Pitcher of Week 
SIU softball senior Erin Stremsterfer was named the Missouri 
. Valley Conference Pitcher of the Week for the second con=tive 
week on Tuesday. • 
Turf immediate issue while talk of 
new facility still iii planning stages· 
• .Jc:.5EPH 0. JOHNSON 
DAILY E'.CYPTJAN 
SIU has sidelined plans for a new sports complex to 
replace McAndrew Stadium, focusing on replacing 
McAndrews artificial surface first. · 
"Our concentration is on getting bids on the run; said 
!nteri!;11 Chancellor John Jackson. "That's the immediate 
issue. . 
Jackson is still looking at working toward :i new facility 
for the long term, though. SIU and Kansas City-based con-
sulting firm HOK continue to work hand in hand formu-
lating ideas for the multi-putpose complex. 
"They've done good work," said Jackson of HOK. 
"We're absolutely not done with them." 
Jackson said· one of the "first steps" i::t developing the 
new sports comp!~ would be the new land-use plan, which 
the complex will be "one component" of. The landsuse plan 
is to be proposed at tlie April Board ofTrustees meeting. 
The plan, developed by Civitas, a firm assigned to exam-
ining !and-use options, inc)udes the placement of new signs 
JOHN~O!'." 
CONTINUED FROi.l PAGE 20 
up to the plate for McDonald's, eerily appearing in just 
about every commercial break dutjng Saturday morning 
cartoons. 
I don't suggest that quarter pounders .are the equivalent 
to crack, but I. do question if it's such a healthy idea to end-
lessly shove messages affiliating athleticism and happiness 
with the consumption of such unhealthy food· down the 
throats of America's youth. · · 
McDonald's spends ·s2 billion a year on ·advertising, 
some of it C\mtaining miskading messages. For instance, 
McDonald's said "only delicious chunks of juicy.breast and 
thigh meat go into chicken McNuggcts," when in fact the 
chicken meat is mixed· with chicken skin and' the 
McNuggets are cooked in high-fat beeflard that is absorbed 
into the ducken. 
l won\ even go into McDonald's destruction of rain 
forests and exploitation of :: non-union underpaid wo1K 
force, but I will say that McDonald_'s is an economic imp"" 
rialist power that makes people in third-we.rid countries a 
lot thinner and people here a lot fatter. 
B_ut their sponsoring of sports continues. McDonald's 
h:i,s already begun its full crossover, prepared to sponsor any-
thing that will accept their money. Before _you know it 
McDonald\;· will be. sponsoring a Super B~wl half-time 
spectacle that will hclude crucifixions of condemned killers 
and vegetarians on 20-foot high Golden Arclies righi tJn 
the SO-yard line, while The Backstreet Boys belt out a heart-
wrenching rendition of'½merica.the Beautiful." 
A McExecution. Would yc,<1 like fries with that:' 
Well, OK, that's taking things.to the extreme. But in.a 
culture that salivates over ,,iolence, how far are we away 
around campus, .new lighting, the refurbishing of older 
buildings and satisf)ing space and inventory needs. 
According to Jackson, discussions of the sports complex 
will coinci?e with a presentati_on of the land-use plan at the 
. BOT meeting. 
The actual' proposal for the sports complex could be 
some time down the line, though, as SIU plans to direct its 
energy to preparing the new turf for McAndrew Stadium by 
the time football season rolls around in autumn. 
In February, the BOT approved a plan to pay for new 
turf for McAndrew Stadium, costing an estimated 
S750,000. 
Although he won't be theri: to see the complex complet-
ed,Jackson, in the midst of his final semester as chancellor, 
is ready to push through plans to have the new complex 
completed within the next five years. 
"A project of this magnitude requires a great deal of 
• study and work," said Jackson. "(But] we're moving along on 
. the more long term, as well." 
Jackson originallJ favored building a multi-putpose 
domed stadium on Route 13 between Carbondale and 
Marion, but ;bandoned that idea last summer, because of 
cost and ~ography problems. A more pragmatic football 
complex was then planned for either the current location of 
McAi1drew or another site on campus as to keep a core cons 
nection bei;ween the football program_ and the student body. 
from that? If this obscene thirst that hides like a film}\ bad-
tempered Gila Monster within the innards of the American 
consumer didn't exi~t, how else could you explain the popu-
lari_ty behind· auto racing or the fact that ESPN2 televises 
those ,vapid lumber-jack contests. Why else would someone 
watch that drivel, u[l)ess the chance exists that there could 
be an abhorrent mishap at any moment Well; I'll stop here 
as not to become the stereotypical_ cynical sportswriter or to 
further perturb any disgruntled Southerners. 
What stops McDonald's from' eventually taking over 
. the world? No, I don't mean. they're going to organize a 
coup d'etat on Capital Hill and anoint Ronald McDonald 
"Dictator For Life."- I- mean sponsoring anything and 
everything that can be sponsored to the most extreme 
point · 
How much has the McDonald's symbol already become 
embedded on our minds and of what importance does it 
have? 
My perception of McDonald's has ch~ged significant-
. ly. Now, when I walk by the ominous site in the Student 
Center, I see Mc::::holesterol; McCaricer and McCardiac 
Disease on the menu. What do yon see? 
Perhaps this is just an ·over-exaggeration and there's 
absolutely nothing wrong with McDonald's capitalistic 
pursuits. Perhaps McDonalds branding everything from 
the Olympics, to professio'lal sport:: to Little League base-
ball shouldn't be cause.for itlarrn. 
Or perhaps we· should worry about the loss of our 
national identity to a monolithic corporation that opens 
. shop somewhere in the world· every three hours and serves 
(an unhealthy) breakfast to one out of three of us every 
morning. 
l know I'm worried that those Golden Arches :ire 
becomi~g more recognizable. than the stars and stripes. I 
sure don't want tt> live in McAmerica. 
. Stremsterfer led SIU (6-4) to a 3-0 mark this past weekend at the 
Southern Classic, including throwing a perfect game for six and two-
thirds innings in a 2-0 win 3,,"'WlSt Bradley University Satun:hy. 
The Manchester, Mo., native struck out 25 batters while allowing 
just one run in 15.2 innings of work. 
For the year, Stremsterfcr has a .46 ERA and a record of 4-1, fan-
. ning 63 batters in 45.l innings. Stremsterfer has allowed just three · 
earned runs all year. 
Mem6ries· of Pittman linger 
during first Texas spring practice 
BILL BREDESEN 
DAILY TEXAN (U. TEXAS-AUSTIN) 
AUSTIN, Texas (U-WIRE)-T=slcickedoffits200lspnng 
practices M_onday · at Frank Denius Field; with the 'memoxy of fallen 
teammate Cole Pittman still burning in each players mind. 
The players wore a •cp• sticker on the back of their helmets,.where 
· it will remain throughout the year, to remember the 21-year-old tc.im< 
mate they lost in a tragic car accident one Y,eek ago. . 
To further show dedication to Pi:tman; the team has decided to keep 
hislockerintact,leavingitjusthowitwas_unti!Pittmanwouldhavegrad-
. uated in two yc;ars. · 
"VVe had a good discussion with the team about not ever foi:gctting 
Cole's men1oiy and the impact he had on this football program for two 
years,"Texas head' coach Mack Brown s:ud. '½s tragic as last week was, 
we're still glad we had the affiliati01, with him the past two years." 
The Homs' first day of practi.:e took place on an optimistically bright 
and sunny day. Many fans showed up to watch the practice, occasionally 
cheering at a good pla},.often talking amongst themselves about the 
. prospects for next falls Texas football team. . 
New defc;nsive backs coach Duane Akina was also at the first prac-
tice, barlcing out comman'ds like a ,i:teran of the program. 
· FollO\rutg the practice, Brown said that his two biggest concerns for 
the Homs will be at the defensive tackle and tailback positions. 
The Texas coaches moved Corey Bradford from the offemive line to 
the defensive tackle position, as the Horns will be trying to replace two 
Al1°Americait defensive tackles in Casey Hampton and Shaun Rogers. 
"We're obviously looking at what ,ve can do at defensive tackle 
~use w,:re thin there," Brown said. "But we're not going to talk about 
what we don't have. We're just going to try to coach the heck out of wl1at 
we do have." 
Marcus Tubbs, Adam Doime and-Stevie Lee are the leading 'candi-
dates at the defensive tackle position, while Bradford and Miguel McKay 
will also work there. 
"Marcus will be a good player for us because he proved that he could 
do that in game situations last year," Brown said. ~ Doirne and 
Stevie Lee, th_ank goodness, got to play some last year. All three of those 
guys have game e;,cperience and they've got to step.up." 
Brown said that he expected the tailbacks to have a good day, con-
sidering that all the players were just wearing shorts .. The NCAA 
requires that the first two days of spring practice be conducted without 
full pads. 
Victor Ike worlced out as the first-string tailback, while Kenny Hayter 
worlced out\vith the second team and Ivan Williams with the third team. 
"We have leaned on Ricky and Hodges so much for the last three 
years that none of the guys have stepped up," Brown said. "Its a great 
challenge for these guys right now knO\ving that that's one of the major 
concerns for this football team." 
Would you help 
a woman being raped 
by · a ~tranger? 
How about 
a woman being raped 
by a friend? 
You're at a party. There's lots of drinking going on. Some guys are 
having sex with a young.woman whose drink they've spiked. You 
, don't interfere, rhinking it's no big deal. 
Well; the law sees it differently. Because if she's unabk 10 give her 
· · consent to having sex, it's considered rape. A felony. Punishable by 
· prison. 
1, 
II benefits everyone for you tcntop it from happening. You'll be 
keeping a woman from tremrndous emotional pain if you do. And 
1
' you could be helping your friends conimit a crime if you don't, 
Rape Crisis Services of the Women's Cente;: 
24 l1011r crisis hotline 529-2324 or 1-800-334-2094 
Peter Pan 
Shryock Auditorium 
Tonight at Spin 
Coach search ends Friday Welcome to 
JE&SICA KOLB - 0AILV EGYPTIAN 
Current 53luki interim head coach Lori Opp's future with the women's 
basketball team is un~-,own, as a national search for the position moves 
toward its completion. 
Pennanent ,vomen's basketball coach may 
not be named until after spring signing period 
JAVIER SERNA 
0A1LY EGYPTIAN 
The nationwide search for a new women's basketball coach will end 
Friday, but Athletic Director Paul Kowalczyk hasn't set a date to reveal 
his final decision. 
Kowalczyk said he would like to name the new coach before April 4, 
the beginning of the spring signing period, but it may take longer. 
"I just don't know that that's possible," Kowalczyk said. . 
But the longer it takes, the harder it will be to recruit new players. SIU 
women's basketball bas frvc athletic scholarships to fill 
"This isn't the best time to fill those," Kowalczyk said. "\Ve want to 
do this as quick as passible but without cutting any corners, certainly." 
Current inte,im head coach Lori Opp is still a viable candidate. Her 
name is among a large stack of resumes Kowalczyk has received, which 
includes coaches with head coaching and assistant coaching o.pcrience 
at the college level. 
"\Ve'll stop taking resumes on Friday," Kowalczyk said before he 
mentioned that Opp's win-loss record won't affect her chances of retain-
ing the pasition. 
Opp's squad posted a 7-20 record this season. 
"I think Lori [Opp) has great qualifications," Kc,wakzyk said. "She's 
been an assistant for a long time and now she's had a chance to at least 
be a head [coach) for a brief time, and certainly that puts her in good 
compan)," 
And with Opp unsu:-e of her future, she has made her wish to remain 
SlU's head coa~h 110 secret. 
"I love this school," Opp said. "I care about these kids." 
Opp, who was put into a difficult situation when she was named 
interim coach less than three months before the season starred, is in a 
familiar pasition now. Her squad's unimpressive record was due, largely 
in part, by season-long injuries. And she also operated this season with a 
coaching staff that had one less assistant coach than the NCM allows. 
"We're addressing that," Kowalczyk, "but the first priority is head 
coach and then we go from there." 
Opp remains dedicated to SIU basketball. She is c:mying on as if she 
has been named tlie coacl1 and has continued to recruit players through-
out the iemester, which should help whomever is named to the position 
on a permanent basis. 
"I think whoever comes in here to do this job has got a lot of work to 
do because we basically ha,·e to rebuild," Kowalczyk said. "\'Ve know we 
have some good players in place, but we don't have a lot of numbers." 
And Kowalczyk realizes that time is of the essence. 
"I am U)-ing to move this thing along as quickly as possible. 1 don't 
like the sniff sitting out there. And it hurts us in recruiting, and it hurts 
our student-athletes." 
McAmerica 
. ' . its gotta 
be the fries 
\Vhat should worry the avid sports fan the 
most about the world of athletics? Is it drugs? 
Is it violence? Is it greed? No, it's Happy 
Meals. 
Throughout the Grand Ole U.S. of A, 
McDonald's, that grease-friendly food chain 
'we've grown to worship, has slowly, subtly 
began its quiet assimilat>m of the world of 
sports. Although my hi:>thesis borders on 
o.1reme, trust me - it has merit. 
Let's look at the evidence. McDonald's 
sponsors the 2000 Summer Olympic Games in 
Sydney. Arn I the only who finds this 
immensely disturbing? How many Olympic 
athletes do you actu-
ally· believe sucked 
down salt-laden 
golden fries and ,mti-
artery Big Macs prior 
to competition? 
The sports world 
has been even worse, 
fueling McDonald's 
gimmicks to the 
point of nausea. 
What's next? Happy 
Ivleals with Rae 
Joseph D.johnson Carruth action fig-
DAILY EGYPTIAN ~~~r:tse;:F~~~t:O~ 
vcrsial athletes. Ray 
Lewis, Darryl Strawberry, :Marv Albert, e,·en 
SJU's own La Var Stepter •.. collect all five! 
Beyond McDonald's sponsoring of profes-
sional sports, It has also engraved its label on 
junior high football camps, high school basket-
ball tournaments and even little kid wrestling. 
McDonald's collects sponsorships for ath-
letic events like USG President Bill Archer 
collects Zig Zags and bottles ofFehreeze. 
New logo to be releas~d in August 
Its fattening products are being plugged in 
association with athletics, as if the athletes 
competing in these events could compete on 
the level they do after consuming such junk 
In order to build more excitement, the 
Athletic Department has postponed revealing 
the new athletic logo until late summer 
JAVIER SERNA 
0A1LY EGYPTIAN 
Marketing strategics can change an}1hing. 
The new Saluki logo, originally scheduled to be released this month, 
will nmv he revealed in August, SIU Athletic Director Paul Kowalczyk 
,J.id. 
Kowakzyk had originally intended for the logo to be revealed this 
month to coincide with the 50-ycar anniversary of the Saluki, which 
changed from the former mascot, the Maroons, on March 19, 1951. 
DREAMING ABOUT THAT 
"It delays my desire, but I think it is the wisest choice," Kowalczyk 
said. "March is not a good month from a retail standpaint and from a 
public-relations impact standpoint. In talking with the Collegiate 
Licensing Company and other people in the business, [August) would be 
the most opparrune time for us." 
While it won't be revealed for months, the logo is nearly complete, 
but Kowalczyk said another thing holding back the release is that the 
University needs to approve the logo. 
Aaron Coldren, universitysmice coordinator with CLC, has worked 
with logo changes at other universities recentl); and is inmlved with 
SIU's new Saluki. He said that pusrung the logo back will allow retailers 
to dear their shelves of merchandise with the current logo on it, as well 
as introducing the logo in a way that could gain the public's interest in a 
SEE LOGO, PAGE 19 
food. • 
Perennial advertising sell-out Michael 
Jordan has even helped hawk McDonald's 
burgers. The most recognizable person in the 
history of athletics promoting a food item that 
is packed with more grease than Pat Riley's 
hair? It seems the two (Jordan a,,d 
McDonald's) would go together as well as 
George Ryan and a bong, but such is not the 
case. Other sports gods like Larry Bird, 
Sammy Sosa and Mark McGwire have also 
dipped their hands in the vat of grease and 
pulled out gold. Even Bugs Bunny has stepped 
SEE JOHNSON, !~\GE 19 
~~HOTO 
~~JffNISH· 
KEEP THOSE MEMORIES ALIVE! PHOTO 
FINISH IN THE STUDENT CENTER HAS 
THE LOWEST FILM PRICES IN TOWN!! 
